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FINISHING WOOD I1' AIRCRAFT1

By

F. L. BROWITE, Senior Chemist

Properties of Wood that Affect Finishing

Siace wood differs greatly in its properties from metal and from fabric,
good finishing systems for wood differ correspondingly from those customarily
used on metal or fabric. Finishes for wood must be designed in accordance
with its characteristics, but when that is done there should. be no difficulty
in obtaining reliably durable finishes.

The surface of wood is vascular and, therefore, moderately absorptive of
liquids, in contrast both to the impermeable surface of metal and to the
loose, highly absorptive surface of fabric. Whereas a metal primer is re-
tained on the surface in the form of a continuous coating, a wood primer is
largely drawn down into the cavities in the wood cells near the surface and.
a fabric primer saturates the threads and meshes throughout the fabric.
Before wood can be coated, its surface must be sealed against further entraade
of liquids. Wood primers, therefore, are often called wood seals or wood
sealers; an older term is size or sizing.

Effective sealers, in the sense that a moderate amount of material accom-
plishes the purpose, do not penetrate very deeply into wood. Another class
of materials commonly called water repellents is made to penetrate more
deeply into wood, but considerably larger amounts of the repellents must be
absorbed before the surface becomes adequately sealed. The small penetration
obtained with good sealers is sufficient to establish maximum adhesion be-
tween finish and wood because deep penetration does not improve adhesion (2).
Sealers containing pigments in suitable proportions are more effective than
unpigmented sealers despite a widespread impression to the contrary. The
pigments are filtered off at the surface because they are too large to pass
from one wood cell to another, but they plug the openings in the wood surface
and aid materially in sealing it.

Such hardwoods as mahogany and oak contain large pores that are difficult to
seal and still more difficult to fill completely enough to obtain a perfectly
smooth and level coating over them. mboa fillers are heavily pigmented

1
This mimeograph is one of a series of progress reports issued by the Forest
Products Laboratory to further the Nation t s war effort. Results here re-
ported–are preliminary and may be revised as additional data become available.
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products to be applied by wiping across the grain of the wood for the purpose
of packing large pores, together with nail holes or other small blemishes,
with pigments and sealing vehicle to produce a smooth, level surface. Good
wood fillers serve also as sealers; between the large pores the wood absorbs
vehicle and the pigments filtered off are removed by wiping. Although
large pores and nail holes must be well sealed to obtain durable protective
finishes they need be leveled perfectly only if requirements of appearance
and smoothness of surface demand it.

To be Aurable, finishes must remain somewhat plastic throughout their useful
life. Both the material finished and the coating swell or shrink with change
in temperature or change in moisture content. If the finish is to conform
to the dimensions of the surface it must be plastic enough to contract or
expand in thickness as may be necessary to adjust its area to that of the
surface. Reasonable plasticity is needed also to provide flexibility enough
to bend or vibrate in union with sheet metal, plywood, or fabric even at the
very low temperatures that may prevail during flight.

Finishes for wood need somewhat more plasticity than is necessary in finishes
for metal. The thermal coefficient of ex panEion of the common finishing
materials is of the order of 30 to 170 x 10 -u per,degree centigrade 021),
that of aluminum and its allor is 17 to 30 x 10 -° (12,pp.M4,1335)* and
that of wood is 8 to 17 x 10-- across the fibers and 0.5 to 3 x 10-b along
the fibers (10, p.43). With rise in temperature, therefore, coatings expand
uore than metal and still more than wood does. The adjustment in thickness
necessary to keep the area in step with that of the surface is greater on
wood than it is on metal. Metal is) unaffected by change in relative humidity
(unless corrpsion occurs), but for wood the coefficient of swelling is 400
to Goo x 10-° across the fibers and 10 x 10- along the fibers (10, p.197).
7inishes are hygroscopic much like wood, but the change in moisture content
and in swelling with change in relative humidity varies widely with their
composition (S, 16, 20, 23), usually being less than that of wood.

The 'elasticity and flexibility of coatings decrease as the temperature falls.
The exceedingly low temperatures sometimes experienced in flight make many
otherwise excellent finishes unsuitable for aircraft. Plasticity, likewise,
decreases as the relative humidity with which finishes are in equilibrium
decreases. Cracking is more likely to occur when finishes are dry than when
they are wet. As finishes age they lose plasticity, especially during ex-
posure to the weather (11, p.429, 14,17,22). As a rule, in designing finishes
the requirements of plasticity run counter to those of speed in drying and
hardness of coating. Plasticity, in general, comes from the incorporation
of drying oils or soft 'resins, whereas fast drying and hardness are provided
by hard resins or by cellulose esters. To obtain satisfactory plasticity
some sacrifice must be made in the speed of drying that would otherwise be
possible,

The drying of finishes can be speeded greatly by drying at high temperature.
Metal finishes may be baked at temperatures considerably higher than are
practicable in finishing wood. A finish on wood rests on top of a large
volume of air held in the cavities of the wood. Sudden increase in tempera-
ture expands the air and tends to produce pinholes or blisters in finishes.
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Iloreover, to avoid undue loss of moisture from the wood, the drying roim
must be humidified, but when that is done the temperature of wellod on entering
the drying room must not be far enough bellow the drying temperature to cause
condensation of water on the finish. The forced drying of wood finishes,
therefore, is limited to, comparatively moderate temperatures. Infra red
drying, successful for metal finishes, has not proved generally useful for
wood finishes because of the difficulty in controlling expansion of the air
in the wood.

The -2:xotection furnished by finishes, which in the case of metal is chiefly
for retarding corrosion", in the case'of wood is a matter of preventing
weathering. The weathering of wood results principally from marked fluetu-
ations in moisture content in surface layers ..of the wood, typically from.
wetting by rain followed by drying in the sun. Stresses resulting from the
tendency for the surface layers to swell and shrink against restraint imposed
by the rest of the wood whose moisture content has not changed much produce
raised grain, checking, weakening of the surface layers, and tendencies
toward cupping or warping. Protective finishes retard both the absorption
of moisture and its subsequent drying out, thereby keeping the woodmore
nearly uniform in moisture content. By preventing sharp gradients in moisture
content within the wood, weathering is avoided. No finish, however, is im-
permeable to moisture; if exposure t6 dampnesslasts long enough the wood
takes up moisture to its equilibrium #loistnre content just as it would do if
left unfinished.

Finishes do . not preserve wood against decay and do not prevent bluestain in
sapwooa. Decay and bluestain develop only when wood is exposed to dampness
for some time, a condition under which protective finishes are low in effec-
tiveness. Even if toxic substances are added to finishes, they do not pre-
vent fungus attack because they do not penetrate far enough into the wood.
Water repellents containing toxics are moderately effective against decay
and bluestain when applied in such manner that deep penetration and good
absorption are obtained, but the water repellents are poor sealers and are
not highly protective against absorption of moisture.

Requirements for Aircraft Finishes

anecifications for military aircraft usually require that all exposed surfaces
of wood and surfaces of contact between wood and metal be finishea with a
protective coating. Surfaces to be finished are classified as exterior sur-
faces, which are those exposed to the weather and to view from outside the
craft, interior surfaces exposed to view of the occupants of the craft, such
as fuselage compartments, interior surfaces that remain unseen, such as
interiors of wings,-hollow spars, stabilizers, ailerons, flalps, rudder,
nacelles, and surfaces of contact between wood and metal fittings.

Both interior and exterior finishes should be as fast in application as is
consistent with the attainment of their primary, objectives, The nuMbor of
finishing operatioas should be minimized and the overall time required for
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drying should be as short as possible either by reason of limited number of
coats or of fast drying of each coat.

Pinishing systems when dry should add as little weight to the aircraft as
possnle, consistent with the attainment of their primary objectives.

The ;primary objective of interior finishes is protection of the wood against
serious change in moisture content when eXposed for a limited time to damp
air or to water gaining access to closed spaces by condensation or by pene-
tration of rain, mist or fog through joints, vent holes, bullet holes, or
imperfections in the covering. Contact areas between wood and metal are
finished to keep moisture in the wood from corroding the metals

Interior finishes must retain their moisture excluding effectiveness (which
is the measure of their protective value) for the life of the craft and
throughout the great range in temperature to. which the craft may be subjected
in service. They need not be capable of standing exposure to the weather,
including sunshine, for Dny such length of time.

The primary objectives of exterior finishes are protection of the wood against
rapid fluctuations in moisture content that cause weathering, sufficient
smoothness of surface to minimize skin resistance during flight, and aura-
bility enough to retain these properties for several years of full exposure
to the weather anywhere in the world, including the rapid changes from high
to very low temperature to Which aircraft may be subjected in flight. The
finish should be easily kept clean and should wear in such a way that it can
be renewed easily with as little increase in the weight of coatinc; as -practi-
cable.

Appearance is important but from a military rather than a civilian point of
view. Combat and task craft require a dull surface, free from gloss, of a
color chosen for camouflage, not for decoration. Training planes may have
semigloss or gloss finishes of bright color or camouflage finishes as the
military authorities specify,

Protection for Wood Against Change in Moisture Content

The degree to which protective finishes retard the passage of moisture into
or out of wood varies greatly among the many finishes available. A number
of methods have been devised for measuring . this property of finishes, called
moisture excluding effectiveness. One group of methods, originated by
Gardner (11, p.239) and elaborated by others (25), requires the preparation
of a free, detached film of the coating materii . which is then stretched
between a damp and a dry atmesphere and the amount of moisture passing
through it in a given time is measured. Although such methods have a number
of advantages, they aro applicable only to finishes that are readily obtain-
able in free films and they take no account of complications that arise from
the penetration of. finishes into the surface of wood. Another group of
methods developed by the Forest Products Laboratory (3, 13) test finishes
after they have been applied to wood in the customary manner.
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Measurement of moisture-excluding effectiveness of finishes.

Hoisture-excluding effectiveness is measured by comparing the ch-Ange in
moisture content of finished and unfinished, specimens of wood., closely
matched for species, grain, density, size, and initial moisture content,
when slibjected side by siae to dampness for a suitable length of time. The
specimen protected with finish on all surfaces absorbs less moisture than the
similar specimen without finish. If A is the gain in weight of the unfinished
control specimen and X the gain by the finished specimen, then the moisture
excluding effectiveness of the finish, 3, expressed in percent is:

A-
2 =	 x 100.

A

In other words, the finish excludes E percent of the moisture picked up by
the unfinished specimen under the conditions prevailine: in the test.

In the procedure at the Forest Products Laboratory, the wood s:eecimens are
usually 5/8 by 4 by g inches in size, initially at equilibrium with 65 per-
cent relative humidity at n o V. (about 12 percent moisture content) and are
tostea '9y exposure for 7 days to 97 percent relative humidity at E0° 2.

Some writers prefer to use the concept of permeability of finishes to moisture,
which is, the weight of moisture passing through unit area of fininh per unit
of time, or the specific permeability, which is the permeability per unit
thickness of coating and vorlies only to finishes that form contimmus coat-
ings (21). Still another concept is that of the impedance, which is the re-
ciprocal of the permeabilit y , because the impedance, within wide limits, is
directly proportional to the thickness of the coating (7, 21, 25) and for
multiple coatings of different materials the impedance of the whole is the
sum of the impedance of the respective coatings.

Moisture-excluding effectiveness of familiar finishes.

Table 1 presents data on the moisture-excluding effectiveness of familiar
finishing materials obtained by the Forest Products Laboratory (3). Although
few of the finishes are commonly used on aircraft they serve to illustrate a
number of basic principles concerning the design of finishes for -ra re purpose
of 7cotecting wood against rapid change in moisture content.

All the finishes reported in table I were tested for the initial moisture
excluding effectiveness, E, of 1, 2, and 3 coats, respectively. .The weight
of finish after three coats had been arplied and dried (volatile thinners
evaporated) is recorded, The finished specimens were then placed out of
doors so that one side was exposed to the weather, but the other side was not.
At intervals of 6 months th specimens were tested for moisture-excluding
effectiveness (E6, E l p, etc.) but the results were necessarily average values
for one weathered and one unweathered face. Study showed that the unweathered
faces after 36 months still retained their initial effectiveness, E. It was,
therefore, possible to calculate the effectiveness of the exposed face,
E	 which is recorded in the table for the last date on which determina-
tiohs were made. •
Mimeo. ITo. 1396



• The 1.ata of table I illustrate the following general principles that are silb-
stantiated by much experimental work during the past 25 years:

1. A single application of drying oil, varnish, or other unrigmentea fin-
ishing material ranks relatively low in moisture-excluding effectiveness.
The low effectiveness is clue to the fact that the finishing material pene
trates the wood and fails to form a continuous coating over it. On entering
wood, the oils and varnishes, which do not swell wood, are deposited in the
pore cavities wheres moisture below woods fiber-saturation point, which
causes swelling, avoids the cavities and seeks the wood fibers themselves.
As long as the fibers are exposed at the surface of the wood, moisture finds
ready entrance and a pathway of penetration whether or not the pore cavities
are blocked.

2. A second coat of clear finishing material may have moderately high
moisture-excluding effectiveness provided that the wood has previously been
sealed adequately so that a continuous coating is formed. rote that linseed
oil, finish Vb. 1, did not begin to develop much effectiveness until a third
coat was applied because it penetrates wood too well for one coat to-seal
adequately. Varnishes, 3, 4, and 5, however, attained moderate effectiveness
in the second coat because they are less penetrc,ting so that the first coat
succeeded in sealing adequately,

3. The clear finishes when applied in two or three coats differ character-
istically in effectiveness. Linseed oil is relatively low. Incorporation
of resin, (finish No, 2) adds to the effectiveness and more resin (rib. 3)
adds still more. Phenolic resin (NO. 4 and 5) makes more effective varnishes
than ester gum.

4. Addition of pigment in suitable proportions to oil or varnish, thereby
molting -Paint or enamel, greatly improves the moisture excluding effectiveness.
It also greatly improves the durability of the coating when exposed to the
weather, (Compare No. 1 with No. 6 to 9, Noe 3 with No. 10 to 12, and No. 5
with Yo. 13 to 15). Even cheap pigments of low opacity such as magnesium
silicate effect these improvements but opaque Pigments, such as iron oxide
and white lead are more effective, particularly in increasing,durabilit.

5. The improvement in effectiveness accomplished by pigmentation is pronounced
even for the first coat applied on bare wood. In other words, riming paints
containing pigments are more effective than unpigmented sealers made with the
same vehicle. Moreover, the addition of pigment makes for better sealing
action to hold out succeeding coats.

6. Alurainum powder or paste as a pigment contributes outstandingly to the
moisture excluding effectiveness of coatings, to the maintenance of high
effectiveness throughout a long period of exposure to the weather, ancl to the
durability of the coating. The fact that the particles of aluminum have the,
shape of thin flakes whereas most other p.igments are granular, and that the
aluminum "leafs put" in coatings thereby giving them a peculiar structure
undoubtedly account for the outstanding performance.
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•Moisture-excludin m effectiveness of aircraft finishes.

Fo comprehensive tests of treical finishing systems now offere commercially
for use on plywood aircraft have yet been completed at the Forest Proaucts
Lahore:tory. Some tests made by the Army Air Corps, Materiel Division at
Wright Field (15) provide data from Which moisture-excluding effectiveness
can be calculateA for finishes when thoroughly dry but before exposure te the
weather. The results appear in table 2. The Wright Field tests were made
on Mrch aircraft plywood and the exposure to moisture was for 17 hours in a
humidity cabinet at 100° F. in which there was condensation of water on the
panels in addition to saturated air. Although the Forest ProductsLaboratory
tests were made on solid wood with exposure for 7 days to 97 percent humidity
at 80° P. without condensation, there is reasonably satisfactory agreement
in results for the few finishes that were sufficiently similar in nature to
permit reasonable comparison.

The data of table 2, as far as they offer comparisons t confirm the principles
illustrated by table 1; A. single applicetiOn of clear sealer . affords verY
little effectiveness against moisture. Two .coats of clear varnish attain
nodorately iigti effeotiveess, but pigmented products such as enamels may be
dinstinctly more effective, Aluminum powder used as a Pigment is outstanding
for making coatings of very high effectiveness against moisture, together
with a minimum number of applications ana lightness of weight.

Five of the aluminized ?-eoat dishes, even though they contained no more
than 1 pound of alurilinum Der gallon in the second coat only, achieve& 70 to
91 percent effectiveness with coatjng weights between 0.0146 and 0.0231
pound per square foot. Other finishes equal in effectiveness were at least
twice as heavy.

Two coats of gloss enamel afforded better protection than two coats of clear
varnish, but the enamel weighed half again as much (compare 2g to 30, with
26 end 27). Camouflage enamel, however, in which pigmentation is excessive
in ordor to get a dull 	 is less effective than gloss enamel (compare
29 to 30 with 31 and 43). To insure good protection with camouflage finishes,
tae undercoats should provide good moisturen,excluding effectiveness without
relying upon much added protection from tie camouflage eaamelf

.Amon{; the exterior finishing systems, the inclusion of sapaing surfacer
addea materially to the weight of finish without contributing greatly to the
protective power. Only 3 of them, with lacquer surfacers, were lighter than
the heaviest finish without surfacer (No. 49 which was applied in unreason
&1y thick coats), Surfacers are low in effectiveness against moisture
because they are made with excessively high proportions of pigment so that
they will sand easily and quickly. For the same reason, they tend to make
the coating brittle and prone to cracking at low temperature or when flexed,
especially if too much surfacer has been applied., question may well be
raised whether the additional weight end hazard of failure of t"ele finish by
cracking are not too great a price to pay for the additional smoothness of
finish they provide.
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The finishes of highest moisture excluding effectiveness were usually mace
with varnishes of the phenolic resin type, for example, finishes No. 41, 57
to 69, and 74 to 76 of table. 2. Lacquer finishes were usually lighter in
weight and lower in effectiveness than enamel finishes of the same number of
coats.

When plywood is covered with fabric and a fabric finishing system is ap.:21ied
a relatively heavy covering is formed without attaining correspondingly high
moisture exclucling effectiveness. The fabric systems reported in table 2
weighed between 0.0539 and 0.0655, average 0.0583, pound per square foot.
The highest moisture excluding e ffectiveness without using aluminized clo-J2e
was 35 percent (No.82). Then the last two coats were aluminized dope the
effectiveness was 62 percent (No. 8$).

Factors a.4'feetinp moisture emIailar effectiveness of - finish

The moisture excluding effectiveness affords a convenient measure of the
relative protective power of different finishes but it must be remembered
that the figures in which it ie expressed 'are relati.ve 	 They may bo
altered greatly if the method of making the test is vertod. The moisture
excluding effectiveness, 3, i6 calculated from the weight of moisture
absorbed by bare wood, A., and by finished wood, X, in an arbitrary leneeth
of time, t. Since E depends on A as well as on X, the absorDtiveness of the
uncoated specimen is a factor in the result. In general, the more rapidly
the wood absorbs moisture, the higher is E for any given coating and tip extent
of the variation is greater the lower the effectiveness of the finish as
illustrated by table 3.

The absorptiveness of the wood, A., varies not only among species but among
pieces of any one species. As a rule sapwood is much more absorptive than
heartwood, dense wood more absorptive than wood of low density, end-grain
surfacee ve,ry much more absorptive than side-grain eurfaces, and fL-4-grein
(tangential) surfaces.May ' difer in Asorptiveaees from cdgo-grain (radial)
surfaces, The dimensions of the test" specimens become a factor by governing
the proportions of end-grain,, flat 7grai,n, and edge-grain surfaces in the
total area of the specimens, 'Because of t4ese factors careful matching of
the unfinished and finished test specimens is necessary.

.Lfluctiveness of finishes azeainst:liauid water

Bare wood taken up liquid water both by absorption into the wood fibers and
by penotrtion into the wood cavities but it takes up moisture from damp air
by absorption only. For that reason liquid water is taken up more rapidly
than is moisture from dailv air and, liquid water may be taken we to an
extent far beyond the fiber-saturation point. Wood coated with an effective
tinish, laowever, takes up moisture pt nearly the same rate frow liTai6. water
Nad from saturated air at tii.e se:me tomperaturo. It follows, therefore, thnt
finishes tested by exposure to liquid water exhibit much higher moisture-
excluding cf2ectiveness than they do when tested against damp air. The clear
finishes (,.??,-)lica in one coat that were rated 3 to e percent effective in
table 1 e:tor expo:lure to damp air for 7 days wore tested also against a
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spray of water simulating rain for 1 g-1/2 hours and the moisture-excluding
effectiveness found to be 45 tr) 50 percent. Similarly coatings rr,)ted 20 to
25 percent effective against damp air were found. 80 to 90 percent effective
against water spray and coatings 50 percent effective against damp air 95
percent effective arainst water s pray. The damp air exposure in each case
was for 7 days and the water exposure for 18-1/2 hours.

For protecting wood against brief rainstorms followed by dry weather, finishes
of relatively low effectiveness suffice provided, that they are durable and
retain their effectiveness for a long time. When protection is needed against
prolonged exposure to damp air, much more effective coatings are required.
Aircraft shipped overseas in crates in the hold of a vessel need better pro-

tection by finishes than do aircraft shi pped on deck where spray and rain are
to be guarded against, but between wettings there is a chance to dry out again.
Highly protective coatings are probably needed in the tropics during monsoon
easons, not so much because of the ra i n as because of the absence of good

drying conditions between storms.

Other factors affecting moisture-excluding effectiveness.

The permeability of protective finishes is markedly affected by temperature
(8, 21). As temperature rises, the permeabilit y of finishes increases more
rapidly than does the absorptiveness of wood., so that the ef fectiveness of
the finish drops off. The reduction in effectiveness ma r be marked at tem-
peratures much above 100° F. On the other hand, at low temneratures, say
32° F. or less, the effectiveness of finishes is much greater than it is at
80 0 F. (1]).

The effect of age and exposure to the weather on the moisture-excluding
effectiveness of finishes is illustrated in table 1. Durable coatings of
slow drying type usually improve in effectiveness for a time (compare E 0 and

for Yon 6 to 9) but, eventually, all coatings become more permeable to
moisture (8, 19, 21, 23). It IS important to note, however, that the appear-
ance of chalking in a coating cannot be taken as proof that its protective
power has been seriously impaired. Note. that finish No. 11 and No. 14 were
chalking after 6 months of exposure and No, 15 after 12 months, yet after
36 months, the exposed faces still had effectiveness ratings, E 	 of 62,_exp.
73, and 73 percent, respectively.

In general, the effectiveness of protective coatings increases with their
thickness. Compare, for example, finish No. 31 with No. 43, Ye. 4g with
No. 49, and. No, 72 with O. 73 in table 2 and compare 1, 2, and 3 coats of
each finish in table 1. The extent of imrrovement, however, does not vary
linearly with coating thickness. Until enough material has been applied to
begin to form a continuous coating over the wood surface, the effeetIver.oen

is very low. The next increment of thickness, for example, the second coat
in most of the finishes in table 1, greatly improves the effectivarless.
Beyond a reasonable thickness of coating, however, increased thickness adds
relatively little to the effectiveness, though it may add greatly to the
weight of finish (7, 21, 25)
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Finishes become ineffective when the exposure to moisture is Drolonged.

Since the absorption of moisture by wood with or without finish does not
proceed linearly with time, the moisture excluding effectiveness varies with
the time, t, of exposure of the test specimens to dampness. The absorption
of moisture is most rapid at the beginning of the exposure, gradually becomes
slower as the moisture content of the woodincreases, and becomes much
slower as the wood approaches. fiber-saturation point • (when the exposure is
to nearly 100 percent humidity) or the equilibrium moisture content for the
condition of dampness used. The extent of variation of E with time t when t
is not long enough for the unfinished specimens to reach a moisture content
at which the rate of absorption has slowed up greatly is illustrated, in.
table 4.

If exposure to damp air is continued long enough, both finished and unfinished
specimens finally reach equilibrium at approximately the same moisture con-
tent, when the effectiveness of the coating is, of course, zero. For ex-
posure to liquid water, however, the conditions are different because the
uncoated specimens take up free water far beyond the fiber-saturation point,
whereas specimens having a continuous coating of :finish, in theory, would
come to equilibrium at fiber saturation, as in damp air. In practice, coat-
ings are nearly always destroyed by blistering soon after the layers of wood
near the coating are saturated and begin to hold free water..

Finishes retard drying as well as absorption of moisture.

The effectiveness of finishes against passage of moisture operates in both
directions, Finishes that are effective against the absorption of moisture
by wood are likewise effective in retarding drying when the wood is again'
exposed to dry air. The data of table 5, based on a report of the Boeing
Airplane Company (1), shag the absorption of moisture by spruce specimens,
initially at 10 percent moisture content, when exposed to damp air and con-
densation-water at 110° F. and weighed at intervals during the next 24 hours,
after which they were moved to the laboratory to dry and were weighed again
at intervals during the-next 24 hours. After drying the unfinished specimens
retained 39 percent of the moisture previously absorbed. All finished speci
mensa-eained larger proportions of the absorbed moisture, the 'percentage'
retained increasing with the moisture excluding effectiveness o.f'the finish.
The specimens with three of the five finishes retained a greater quantity
of moisture after 24 hours of drying than did the unfinished specimens.
Extrapolation of the drying curves indicates that after . 48 hours of drying
the specimens with the two more effective finishes would retain more moisture
than the unfinished specimens.

Moisture content  of wood in cycles of wetness and dryness as affected by
finishes.

Wood kept always in an atmosphere of constant relative humidity needs no pro-
tective finish to keep it constant and uniform in moisture content. Wood

• kept always in a moisture-saturated atmosphere soon becomes wet, fully
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•swollen, and subject to fungus attack Whether or not it is comoletelv . en-
closed in a protective finish. In most practical uses, however, woocl. is
exposed to cycles of wetness and dryness. The extent to which protective
finishes minimize changes in the average moisture content and in the uniform-
ity of moisture content of wood so' exposed depends upon the duration of the
wet and the dry parts of the cycle as well as the effectiveness of the finish.

The sort of cycle against which protective finishes are most successful is
that trpified by wood freely exposed on all sides to the weather in climates
like. those prevailing within the United States. The wet part of the cycle,
re:?resented by rain, fog, or nearly saturated air, is relatively brief and
is followed as a. rule by a longer period of dryness during which the moisture
taken up- in the wet part of the cycle can be given off completely even if
the finish is one of high moisture-excluding effectiveness. In such a cycle,
wood undergoes least change in moisture content when protected on all sur-
faces with a finish of highest effectiveness,

secona cycle of common occurrence is represented by furniture in the living
roomS.of dwellings or offices in northern portions of the United States.,
During the warmer half of the year the relative humidity indoors is approx.!.
imately the same as that out of doors, but during the heating seaFlon, it is
considerably lower. The wet and dry parts of the cycle may be said to be of
six months duration each and each is long enough for wood to ri.:preach an
equilibrium moisture content whether or not it is covered by a protective
finish. The wood reaches the same extremes of seasonal av erage moisture
Content with or without protective finish though with a highly effective
finish it may take longer to change from one extreme to the other.

There are other possible cycles, some of which may occur in tile service of
aircraft, in which the effect of finishes on the moisture content of wood is
problematic until further studies have been made. In particular, the case
should be considered in which the dry part of the cycle illustrated by the
data of table 5 is extended just enough to bring the unfinished specimens
back to their initial moisture content and then the cycle is repeated a
number of times. The finished specimens pass into the wet part of the cycle
for the second time before all the moisture absorbed the first time has been
lost. There is, therefore, an accumulation of moisture from cycle to cycl,e
for the finished, but not for'the unfinished specimens. Question arises as
to the ultimate extent of such accumulation of moisture and the possibility
that it may bring the wood to moisture contents at which fungus attack is
likely and hold it there longer than is the case with unfinished wood. The
possibility of such cycles must be considered within closed . spaces of air-
craft such as wings even though they are vented as thoroughly as is practi_
cable. It water gains entrance in much quantity during flight, a good deal
of it must remain there for some time, A cycle in which the wet part is
lonG;1 comparison with the dry part becomes possible if moisture is intro-
duced during each flight. Whether an effective finish does -as much Good as
it may do harm in such case remains to be seen.
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•	 Balance of effectiveness between inside and outside finish.

Then both sides...of a wood member, say a mapboard before a. navi lgat;or i s chair
.or a• door between compartments,. are 07DoSed to the same cycle o moistUre
conditions, fini.she:;.; of equal' 	 effectivenes shOul.d be

the,two sides of the meraber. H In . that way . the rate of change in
moisture .content will remain equal and there will be a minimum tendency
toward warping.

The situation is much more complicated when the two sides of toe me door, say
the plywood covering on a wing, are exposed to different cycles of moisture
conditions. Reasoning from the point of view that the amount of moisture
absorbed should be made as nearly•equal on the two sides as possible, it.
would Seem that the side exposed to the cycle with the grater proportion
of "wetness" should receive the finish of greater moisture-excluding
effectiveness. Reasoning, however, from the point of view of facilitating
the drying out of the absorbed moisture and the possibility of accumulation
of moisture from cycle to cycle it may be that a finish of low effectiveness
or even no finish at all might prove best -1.f redrying takes place,:chiefly
throw;h the surface at which the moisture enters. On the other hand, if the
moisture entering on the side having longer "wet" exposure escapes largely
from the side having longer tt drr t exposure the best procedure would be a
highly effective finish on the "wet" side and a finish with only enough
effectiveness to protect against wood weathering on the "dry" . 0.a6, 14
resin-bonded plywood, the resin glue lines further complicate the considera-
tion because they may offer impedance to the passage of moisture. Much more
must be learned about the moisture cycles prevailing within the closed spaces
of wings during service and about the extent of accumulation of moisture
behind finishes of varying effectiveness before inside and outside finishes
can be designed for proper balance.

Finishing Characteristics of Different Woods

From the point of view of holding paint or enamel finishes durably, tile more
importmt species of wood are classified in five groups as follows ():

Groir..p1.--Woods that tend to hold coatings longest and need least protection
ac;ainst wood weathering: the cedars, cypress, redceaar, and redwood (soft-7'
woods).

Group 2,-Woods that tend to hold coatings well but need someWhat better pro-.
tection against wood weatherinfr than dO woods of group 1: the white pines
and Sugar pine (softwoods).

Group 3.--Woods on which coattnE, terra to fail somewhat earlier than on woods
of group 2: aspen, basswood, cottorwood, magnolia, yellow poplar (hardwoods)
ana the true firs, the hemlocks, tho spyllces 'and the yellow pines of lower
density, such as ponderosa pine (softwoods):

•
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Group4.--Woods on which coatings tend to fail earlier than they do on woods
of group 3: beech, birch, the gums, ana maple (hardwoods) and. Douglas-fir,
larch, tamarack, and southern yellow pine (softwooas).

Grou:0 5.--HarawoOds with pores requiring use of wood filler to produce smooth
coatings of durability equal to that on woods of group 4: ash, chestnut, elm,

hickory, mahogany, oak, and walnut.

In general, the woods at the top of the list are those of lower density ana
the heavier and stronger species fall lower in the list. Within a species

it is also true that dense, strong pieces do not hola coatings quite so well
as lighter pieces. There are, however, other factors. Rapidly grown wood,
which has wide annual growth rings, is less satisfactory than slowly grown
wood in which the growth rings are narrow. Flat-grain (tangential) surfaces
are inferior to edge-grain (radial surfaces) and end-grain surfaces are
poorer than either. Wood at a medium moisture content when finished, say 10
to 12 -?ercent, holds coatings better than drier wood.

The spread in durability of coatings on different kinds of wood is greatly
narrowed, by improvement in the durability on the less satisfactory woods,

when aluminum priming paint is used as the basis of the coating system (5).
The aluminum paint, however, must be properly designed for use under the
products to be applied over it. End-grain wood requires a preliminary
application of a heavily pigmented primer or wood filler to seal, it ade-
quately for further coating,

Materials for Finishing Aircraft

The materials used for finishing aircraft include clear (unpigmentea) products
and Pigmented products in which the clear products serve as the vehicles.

General consideration of vehicles for finishes.

The clear vehicles for aircraft finishes are varnishes, lacquers, or dopes.
Varnishes are resins incorporated with drying oils by heating and thinned
with volatile thinners. Their drying involves oxidation as well as evapora-
tion of the thinners. Lacquers are mixtures of resins and cellulose esters
dissolved in mutual solvents and thinned with volatile thinners. They dry
by evaporation of the solvents and thinners, without oxidation. Do-Des may
be considered resin-free lacquers that shrink greatly in drying and tauten
fabric.

Varnish vehicles.

The ratio of drying oil to resin in varnishes varies widely according to the
'properties desired in the product. The ratio is commonly expressed interms
of the number of gallons of oil incorporated with 100 pounds of resin and is

called the length in oil. Thus a varnish containing 33 gallons of drying
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oil per 100 pounds of resin is 33 gallons long in.oil or is a 33-gallon
varnish. Varnishes containing relatively-little drying oil are oiled short
oil varnishes. The combination of drying oil and resin incorporated. by
heatinc is too viscous for application until suitably thinnea with volatile
thinner. When so thinned, varnishes contain much higher pro portions of non-
volatile matter than is the case with lacquers and. doT-Jes. Ty-pical varnishes
contain from h5 to 65 percent nonvolatile, 1 .Thich remains in the coating after
application, and. d.r • ing. In general, the content of nonvolatile is higher in
lon(-.; oil than in short oil varnish of otherwise similar type.

As a rule, the shorter a varnish is made in oil the faster it dries, the
herder arid 4:?:lossier it is, and the higher its moisture-exclwling effectiveness
but, on the other band., the . poorer is its plasticity .and. water resista:ace
and the sooner exposure to the weather makes it too brittle. A varnish is
said to be water resistant when it does not turn white or become otherwise
damaged on contact with ,later, 'but good water resistance in that sense does
not necessarily menn high moisture-excluding effectiveness or vice versa.
The kind of drying oil and. the kina of resin likewise have much to do with
determinin the properties of the varnish. Tung oil anl. similar d.rying oils
(rith conjugatpd double bonds), with a given resin and length of oil, make
varnishes that Alt faster and. are more water resistant than the corresponding
varr.ishes with linseed or similar drying oils (with unconjugated double
1-Jonkl.․ )', though the linseed oil varnishes may be s-a-perior in plasticity.

The most widely used resins for durable, water-resistant varnishes are ester
gum, the alkyd resins, and the phenolic resins. Ester gum is the glyceroi
ester of ordinary rosin (26). It is comparatively inexpensive .and makes
varnishes of good durability and water resistance. When exposed to d.arapness
for some time in the absence of sunlight some of the ester gurn varnishes
may soften and become tacky even though they were dry and hard before the
exposure to dampness began (15). Varnish conforming to Federal Specification
TT-P-121a and enamels conforming to .A.rmy Specification 3-98-E are likely to
be made with ester gum.

The alkyd resins are a large group of synthetic resins made from polyhydrtc
alcohols, such as glycerol, and polybasic acids, such as phthaiic acid,
anhydride or rnaleic acid, with or without modifying agents (6, ). 1	 air
drying varnishes, the most widely used. alkyd resins are glyceryl phthalates
moe_ifieel, with drying oils or the fatty acids from drying oils. Finishes
described as "synthetic" (see table 2, finish 32, "synthetic vehicle" and.
finish 4)4, "synthetic sealer") are likely to contain alkyds of this type.
The ratio of phthalic acid, to glycerol and.. the extent of modification 'Atli
drying oil are subject to we variation according to the properties desired
in the varnish. The long oil alkyds made flexible coatings of very ,000d_
durability that retain gloss and color particularly well, 'but they are com-
paratively slow in drying, comparable in that respect with ester gum varnishes.
The short oil alkyds dry faster, but are less durable than the long oil types
except in baked finishes. Alkyd resin varnishes usually have only moderately
ih moisture-e,xclud.ing. effectiveness. Army-Eavy Aeronaut icol s-pecification

AIT-TT-IT-116 covers a typical long oil, alkyd resi-a varnish ancl. Wavy Aero-
nauticel specification R1i-31-1 covers glycerol phthalate resin of oxidizing

• ty.2e e
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The :phenolic resins are made from a phenol and formaldehyde. There are many
phenols suitable for making resins and a number of ways of making' the resins.
The oil-soluble phenolic resins used for varnish making (6, lg , 24) are not
the same as those used for molded products, glues, and other pur poses. Army-
Navy Aeronautical specification AY-TT-R-271 Covers a typical unmodified
phenolic resin for varnish making and specification AU-TT-V-118 a ty-oical
varnish made from it. The reduced phenolic resins are made with a3inixtures
of rosin, ester gam, or other resins. There are also combinations of phenolic
and alkyd resins known asphenolic modified alkyds (see table 2, finish 40).
The phenolic resins, especially when incorporated with Lung oil, make fast
arying varnishes of high content of nonvolatile matter, great durability
and unusually high moisture-excluding effectiveness, though they do not hold
gloss ana color quite so well as the alkyd resin varnishes. Some of the un-
reeluced phenolic resins, notably that . covered by specification AU-TT-R-271,

have the unusual quality of making varnishes that are more durable the shorter
the length in oil, though, of course, the flexibilit y is less the shorter the

length in oil.

The formulation of a varnish necessarily involves a number of compromises in
filetchoice and proportioning of ingredients in order to arrive ae most s at-

isfactory combination_ cf properties. Considerations of speed. of drying,

haraness, and high moi8ture-ezciuding effectivenes s may suggest a shorter

length • oil than is comlistent with goo0. flexibilit y and aurability.

Speed? of drying and hardness are matters of immediate concern druing manu-

facture of aircraft, wherea s shortcomings in flexibilit y and d urability do

cbeome apparent until the craft has been in service some time. IA the
not 
effort to hasten production with faster drying finishes sight must not be
lost of the requirements of satisfactory performance later on.

The volatile thinner for ester gum varnishes is mineral spirits '(Teaeral
S9ecification TT-T-291) or turpentine (Federal Specificatio n LLL-T-791b and

LLL-T-972a). Some long oil alkyd. resin awl. pilenolic resin varnishes may be
thinned with mineral spirits or turpentine but others, particularl y those

shorter in oil and faster in drying, may require thinners of greater solvent
Dower, such as aromatic petroleum naphtha (Army-Navy AeronauticalS:;)ecifica,
tion AU-VV-F-96), dipentene (.0-LLL-0-386), toluene (AN-R-T-541), or xylene
(AU-R-x-g76). Users of aircraft varnishes must be careful to thin them only

with the volatile thinners prescribed by the varnish specification or by the

manufacturer of the varnish.

14)acquer vehicles.

The lacauers are solutions of cellulose esters and Ob.er necessary ingredients
in. suitable solvents. They dry chiefly by evaporation of the solvents and.,
therefore, may be made to dry very,rapidly. On the other hand, they Devi/se
a relatively high proportion of volatile solvents and thinners so that the
nonvolatile content of lacquers and the amount of pig

p	

ment that can be in-

orated in them are low in comparison ,Jith varnishes, Two or more coatscor 
of lacquer, therefore, may he required. where one coat of varnish or of

enamel would. suffice.
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• Aircraft lacquers are commonly made with cellulose nitrate (nitrocellulose)
of the low viscosity types (Specification AN-L-0-181), types I and II),
alkyd resins, and sometimes ethyl cellulose (specification Ar-o-21-76S,
type I). Unmodified alkyd resins or 'those modified with nondrying oils
(nonmciaizing types such as glycol sebacate, Navy Aeronautical Specification
M-21) as well as some of the short oil oxidizing types (Navy Aeronautical
s-pecification R.31-1) are particularly useful ingredients of lacquers. In
aircraft lacquers, the content of alkyd and other synthetic resins is likely
to e:,:ceed considerable the content of cellulose nitrate. Army-Navy Aero-
nautical specification AN-TT-L-51, Army Air Forces specification 14105 and
Navy Aeronautical specifications L- gg and. M4g5a, cover aircraft lacquers.
These lacquers might well be called synthetic resin finishes modified with
cellulose nitrate.

Good exterior durability and satisfactory moisture excluding-effectiveness
in lacquer coatings depend upon a suffeient content of wisely chosen resins.
The cellulose nitrate makes strong, tough coatings, but too much of it
lowers the moisture-excluding effectiveness, impairs adhesion, ana tends to
produce bad cracking at low temperatures or during the later parts of the
life of the coating.

Lacquers require a complicated mixture of well-balanced solvents to keep
both tie cellulose esters and the resins in solution. Moreover, the solvents
must remain in balance as they evaporate after application. The solvents
include such alcohols as ethyl alcohol and butyl alcohol and such esters as
ethyl acetate and butyl acetate. Since the solvents are relatively costly,
they are mixed with less expensive thinners, commonly called diluents, in
the largest proportions practicable. The common diluents are toluene and
aromatic petroleum naphtha. Lacquers should be thinned only with special
laccIner thinners prepared with solvents and diluents in correct -Droportiaas.
Army-Navy Aeronautical Specification AY-TT-T-25 and AN-TT-T-25 g cover
thinners for lacquer and dope.

Dome vehicles.

Dopes are used_ on fabric or fabric coverings over plywood. Dopes are solu-
tions of cellulose esters with -small proportions of plasticizers in suitable
solvents and diluents.

The dopes required for Army aircraft are made with cellulose nitrate of the
high viscosity type (Specification AY-L-C-1S1 Types IV and V) and minor
proportions of such plasticizers as castor oil (AN-JJJ-0-316) ana dibutyl
phthalate (A1T4-D-361) which keep the dope from becoming too -brittle. Typical
sppcifications 'for nitrate aopes are Army-Navy Aeronautical specfi.cai4ons
ALTTD-514 for "Dope; CellUlose Nitrate, Clear", AY-TT-D551 for IlDopeI
Cellulose Nitrate,- Clear (For) Aluminum Do pe", ALTIT-D-554 for "Dope;
Cellulose Nitrate, Pigmented", Arm y Air Forces, S-pecificatiOn 14106 for
"Doe, Pigmented Nitrate, Camouflage," ana Navy Aeronautic . al Specification:
-49 g for "Dope; and. Cellulose-Yritr:Dte, Pigthented, Non-specular."
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The Navy prefers dopes made with cellulose acetate butyrate (Navy Aero-
nautical Specification RM-5) and such plasticizers as tricresyl phos,-)hate
(RM-2)4) and triphenyl phosphate (RM-25). -Such dopes are more fire resistant
than nitrate dopes. Navy Aeronautical Specifications M-390b for "Dope, Cellu-
lose Acetate Butyrate, Clear and Pigmented" and M-.520 for "Dope, Cellulose
Acetate Butyrate, Pigmented, Nonsiwcular" cover such depes.

Dope is used to tauten fabric and to make it ar tight and weather tight. It
contains a very high . content of volatile solvents and thinners, hence can
carry only a very low content of pigment. Several coats of dope are nec-
e .ssary to apply as much. thickness of coating as can be aprlied with a sin,ele
coat of lacquer. Dope, however, dries very rapidly. Clear rl.ope is ver7 low
in moisture excluding effectiveness and is not very durable. Pii'nents im-
prove both properties, aluminum pigment being most effective. In many dope
systems, the finish coats are lacquer to obtain better (3urabilit y an.
excluding effectiveness.

Dopes should be thinned only with special thinners such as those 0.escribed
for lacquers.

Specific consideration of  finishing products 

The specific products used in finishing systems include clear sealers,
varnishes, lacquers, dopes, and pi gmented sealers, wood fillers, patching
putties, surfacers, aluminized products, ename l s, lacquer enamels, nn(7
pigmented dopes.

m.
Sealers: Sealers are of two types, clear sealers	 Pigmented scalers.4-nx.

clear sealers are varnishes or lacquers thinned sufficiently with ,rolatile
thinners to make them sink into the surface of wood and leave rractically
no coating on top. Az a rule, unthinned varnish, although it may
leaves enough material on the surface to form a glossy co=-Ating over the less
absorptive areas. For safe application of pigmented coating subsequently,

the excess varnish would need to be sanded off because enamel over clear
varnish is likely to crack or fail otherwise too soon. A rood sealer sinks
into the wood so completely that no more than a very light sanding, if any,
is needed before applying the next coat of material:

A good sealer, however, should not penetrate very far beneath the wood sur-
face and it should leave enough dried varnish in the wood cavities to seal
the surface against further absorption of liquid from tile next coat of fin-
ishing material. The necessary control of penetration is 0 matter of adjust-

ing viscosity and speed of drying. The viscosity of the sealer when emplied
should be low to let the sealer sink in quickly but the thinners should soon
evaporate leaving material of such high viscosity r such rari6_ drying that
it does not have time to spread. !mach farther into the rood awa y from the

surface. The varnish used in a paler may be shorter in oil than —0-t1la be

necessary in a durable spar varnish provide..  that Vie T.roduct is used only

as a sealer, not for both sealer and finish coats. L p ccuer se.alers, though

fast drying, are seldom as effective as varnish sealers because it is (liffi-
cult to make them with a sufficient content of nonvolatile matter. •
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•	
Army Air Tortes specification 1 4113 for "Sealer; Wood, Liquid" covers
clear sealers of the vnrnish type.

Pigmented sealers, which were formerly called liquid wood fillerc ., contain
such pigments as silica, talc, and magnesium silicate, which have little
opacity in oils or varnishes. :The pigments aid materially in closng the
,cavities in the wood near the surface and thereby add to the effectiveness
If the sealin action. The pigmer.ts, however, tend to settle out rat4er
quickly. The pigmented sealers must be'stirrea thorduelly befwe use Ana
while in use to keep the pigments in suspension, When application is by
dipping in large tanks of sealer it is difficult to provide adequate
stirring.

Wood fillers; Wood fillers are essentially very heavily pigmented sealers
for filling and leveling off the large pores 14 such woods as mahogany or,
in any woods, the holes left after nail gluing ana removal of nailing strips
or removal of staples used in plywood! moldinr rrGce q es. Wood fillers may
be applied. by wiping them with rags across the train of the wood or they
may be brushed or s7prayed on the surface and then wipea with burlap or
excelsioracross the grain of the Wood. Good filler functions as a sealer •
besides leaving large pores and holes packed with pigment and dried varnish,
Figure 1 shows the part Iplayed by wood filler in the building of a typical
finish on mahogany. Most fillers are made with varnish because it is dif-
ficult to incorporate properly the required amount of rigment in lacquers,
and fillers that dry too rapidly are difficult to wipe off 77;roperlY,

Federal specification TT-7-336a for "Filler, Wood, Paste", covers wood filler.
An Army-Navy Aeronautical specification for filler may be issued loon.

Surfacers: Enamel  end lacquers, in drying, follow closely the contour of
the surface on which they are applied. Any roughness in the surface will
be duplicated in the ,surface of the enamel after it has dried an d , if the
enamel. is a glossy or semiglossy one, the roughness will be more cons2icuaus
than it was before. To obtain an exceedingly smooth surfaco in prerara-
tion for enameling or lacquering it has lotg been customnry to nrTly a
heavily pigmented, flat-(gloss-less) drying surfacer or enamel unercoater
and then to make the surface very smooth by sanaraerinF. Surfacers are
sometimes called primer surfacers, especially when they are mnde to be
applied directly an bare wood, omitting sealer or filler. The flatness is
achieved by making the volume of p igment,	 high in proportion to the
volume of total nonvolatile matter (pigment 7 .1us nonvolatile vehicle), nv,
the ratio Linv being of the order of 0.5 or a little more. The vehicle is
usually varnish.althoug# surfacers are also made with lacquer vehicle.
Enough of the pigmeat is usually titanium dioxide to give the surfacer
good biding power and a large loroportion of it ic china clay or similar'
pigment of relatively coarse particle size which makes a. surfacer that is
easily and quickly ianaé. Army Air Forces Specification 14115 covers
"Surfacer; Aircraft (fnr wood)". An Army-Navy Aeronautical sTecification, •
for surfacer is'in course of preT)aration at the time of this writinF.

Because of .the high pro-portion of pigment in the dried coating, amounting
to half or more of its volume, surfacers make heavy, hard films that teni
toward brittleness and lack of flexibilit y . They add nothing to the
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durability of a good enamel or lacquer finish ancl. mr,T seriously impair it,
especially if too thick a layer of surfacer is loft after sandi-i p:. When

eriamel finishes arplied over surfacers crack ,'hen flexecl or when s1317)jected
tn low temperatures the cracking usually storte in the surfacer. In the
cross section of an enamel finish shown in " q1 ipure 1 the surfacer mal:es up
nearly half the total thickness of coating and more than 1, alf of its total

weight. The mne desirab l e rrorerty provided by a surfacer is smoothness
of surface. In military aircraft perfect smoothness of surface is required
only insofar as affects speed by minimizing skin friction. There seems to
be some difference of minion abut the degree of smoothness necessary for
the purpose. Atlaed weight, however, affects speed adversely, consequently
the problem arises of determining whether the minute roughness of surface
that would result from omission of surfacer impairs performance more than
the aa5.itional weight of 0.015 to 0.025 pound per square foot required to
achieve the smoothness provided by a surfacer. For cargo planes in which
carrying capacity may be more important than MrOr iMUM s peed it would seem
that saving in w e ight of finish should be the more important matter. This
is a question, however, for the Aeronautical engineer.

Patching putties: Patching putties are essentially surfacers put Up in
putty consistency for application with a putty knife or with the fingers
to fill and level any holes , cracks, or other blemishes left after sur-
factor has been applied. Like surfacers, they contribute nothing but
smoothness and the less putty used the better. Putty should be chosen
carefully for cempatibility with the rest of the finishing materipls
because a good putty for use with an alkyd enamel system may not be
satisfactory in a phenolic enamel system or in a lacquer system.

1.1.ucclucts: Aluminized sealers, varnishes, lacquers, and clo-oes
are used because they make coatings of unusually high moisture-excluding
effectiveness with low weight of coating and, particularly in the case of
at'DP, because the aluminum is very effective in protecting the dope against
the, disintegration caused by sunlight.

Aluminum pigment consists of small, excedi TIrly thin flakes or platelets
of metallic aluminum that are poorly wet by vehicles an r1 tend to float on

the surface of the coating where they overlap one another somewhat like
the scales on a fish. Because of this peculiar structure the -luminized
coatings act much like layers of metal foil, rre r_;enting great resistrInce

to passage of moisture or of light. As a rule the aluminum pi gment leafs

out" tm best advantage when it has been freshly mixed with the vehicle.
Although some aluminum paints are supplied in ready-mixed form it is
Common practice, therefore, to buy the aluminum pigment and the vehicle
sep arately so that they can be mixed immediately before use. Aluminum
Pigment may be purchased in the form of dry powder or in the form of a
paste consisting of approximately 65 percent aluminum as 35 percent
mineral spirit ci by weight. The paste can be handled without giving off Pt,
troublesome dust as the dry powder tends to do.

The correct proporti'n of aluminum pigment to use depends upon the degree
of fineness of the aluminum particles 8nd on the nonvolatile c o ntent of
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the vehicle. With the finer grades of aluminum pigment a smaller proportion
suffices to produce the desired result than is necessary with coarser
aluminum. The necessary amount is greater the higher the Content of non-
voratile matter in the vehicle. For aircraft finishes a fine grade of
aluminum is uses. which is described in Army.Navy Aeronautical specification
AY-TT-A-461 (Paste form only). Federal Specification TT-A-46  covers both
a coarse grade (Type 1) . and a fine grade (Type II) of piment, each in
either the powder form (Class A) or the paste form (Class B). The approxi-
mate proportions of fine pigment suitable for aluminizing different vehicles
are as follows:

Aluminum pigment  in form of:

Vehicle

Bituminous paint, 1 gallon
Spar varnish, 1 gallon
Sealer, 1 gallon
Clear lacquer, 1 gallon
Clear dope, 1 gallon

dry powder 

!c.12 ounces
16 ounces
10 ounces
10 ounces
g ounces

paste 

32 oundes-
24 ounces
16 ounces
16 ounces
12 ounces

Enamels, lacquer enamels and pigmented dopes: The enamels 'are varnishes
containing enough opaque pigment to give them the desired color, hitting
power, and, in the case of camouflage enamels, a flatsurface .03:1.en dry,
Corres pondingly, the lacquer enamels (lacquer colors) and the pigmented
dopes (dope colors) are lacquers or dopes restectively containing opaque
pigments. The . proportion of pigment that can be incorporated in gloss
enamels is limited, hence little or no pigment of low opacity (extending
pigment) is used except for black finishes. Camouflage enamels, on the 	 .
other hand, may contain considerable proportions of pigments Of low opacity.
The more important pigments for aircraft finishes are titanium dioxide of
the chalk resistant type, antimony oxide, zinc oxide, chrome yellow, chrome
green, iron blue, iron oxide, toluidine red, cadmium lithopone, carbon •
black, and. aluminum.

The proportions of pigment, total nonvolatile matter '("igmemt -plus
volatile vehicle), and volatile ingredients in enamels, lacquer enamels
and pigmented dopes may be illustrated by the fo1lo,ing table, whiGh is
illustrative only inasmuch as there may be considerable variations for
each typo of finish:

	

Gloss	 Gloss

	

Glosa	 lacquer	 pigmented
enamel	 enamel	 d.oDe 

	

Pigment, p, gallan rer gmalon 0.10	 0.0k	 0.01
Total nchvnlatile, nv, gallon

per gallon	 ,	 .50	 .25	 .10
Volatile ingredients,

(1-nv), gallon per gallon	 .50	 .75	 .90

	

.20	 .i6

-20-.

Ratio p/nv
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These data chow why it takes two coats of lacquer enamel and several coats
of pigmented aoTce to apply as much thickness of driea coating and as much

color and hiding power as are achieved. with One coat of enamel.

Camouflage finishes must dry with a flat surface free from gloss. . To

accomplish that purpose, the ratio 2inv must be raised consiaerably4 in the
case of enamels from 0.2 to roughly 0.5, by increasing the content of
pigment aria. decreasing the content of nonvolatile vehicle.

Aircraft Finishing Systems 

It is important that all the Products entering into the building of a coating
be carefully designed for use together. A sealer or surfacer 7-,ro--cer17 made
for use under enamel may not be at all suitable for use under laccu l er. An

excellent phenolic resin enamel may fail to nerform satisfactorily over an
ester gum or an alkyd sealer or surfacer. If a finish is to consist of
sealer, surfacer, and enamel, it is not sufficient to see merely that each
is a product of high quality but it should also be kno wn that they are com-

patible with one another.

Army Specification 3-100-H, "Protective Coatin-,s 	 Finishes for aircraft

and. Aircraft Parts, General Stecificnt 4 on 7or", 1-rescribes finishing s,-stems

for metal aircraft -primari l y. An Army-7av1i Aeronal/tical s- eccation for

wooden aircraft may soon be issued. Army Sreciri cation 9S-241C0. "Do-9ing

Aircraft Surfaces" covers fabric finishing systems.

Interior finishing systems 

The finishing systems now being used on interior surfaces commonly consist
of one, two, or three coats of clear sealer, varnish, or lacouer.
number of coats aprliel is much less important than the amount of nonvolatile
material applied. In this res pect there appears to be wilie variation in

practice among manufacturers. Some thin the varnish or sealer with so much
thinner that two coats leave only	 005 pouncl of dried material per sauare

foot of surface. A single application of va rnish more moderately thinned

may -provie a finish with greater moisture excludin effecti venes s , though

the effectiveness of a single coat of clear varnish or lacquer even if un-
thinned cannot be very great. A single coat of well designe d aluminum paint,

however, may provide much greater nrotectiorL at a weight of little core than
0.01 pound per s quare foot (compare finishes 4 and 2 in table 1.

A number of manufacturers of aircraft f inishes recommend and so-le aircraft

manufacturers prefer to use aluminized, interior finishes. The customarq
procedure is to a-oDly one coat of clear sealer followed by one coat of
aluminized sealer or aluminized varnish,

Army general srecificaticn 3-100-E cal l s for at least three coats of clear

s par varnish or one coat of srar varnish follo-ea by one or more coats of

aluminied varnish.
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It is not considered necessary to fill the large pores in such hardwoods
as mahogany on interior surfaces. The omission of filler, when a scanty
finish is applied, undoubtedly decreases the moisture excluding effective-
ness but with more generously applied finishes, especially aluminized
finish, the loss in effectiveness may be slight.

Interior surfaces exposed to the view of the occupants of the craft are
commonly finished with two coats of sealer or varnish followed by one coat
of green camouflage enamel, which provides a pleasing flat finish. Use of
clear sealer or varnish for the second coat is questionable practice. It
would be better to use aluminized sealer for the second coat.

All interior surfaces of contact between rood and metal fitt4ins are usually
painted with one generous coat of aluminized bituminous paint (Army Air Corps
Specification 14076A) or aluminized varnish. Such paint , has ‘very high
moisture excluding effectiveness and serves to shield the metal from any
moisture that may be absorbed by the wood or seep into the wood--metal joint
if water gains access to the joint.

Where fabric is to be laid with dope over wood or metal ports that have
already been finished with, coatings thEt would be softened by the solvents
in dope it is customary to a pply one or more . coats of dope-proof paint over
the surfaces with which dope will come in contact. Dope-proof paint,
covered by Army Specification 3-107-D for "Paint, Dope-Proof", is a paint
made with a vehicle that is resistant to the action of dope solvents and
protects other finishing materials from them.

Exterior finishing system, without surfacer

Army general Specification 3-100-H provides that plywood coverings for wings,
fuselage and other surfaces shall be finished as follows:

Operation 1. One coat of liquid wood filler or primary varnish. Spar
varnish, Specification TT-V-121a thinned with turpentine
may be used.

Operation 2. One coat of aluminized varnish.

Operation 3 . • One coat of enamel, Specification 3-9g-E.

Operation 4. One coat of enamel, Specification 3-9g-E.

The varnish and enamel specified are relatively slow drying so that the
system rec!:e.ires approximately 4 days unless forced drring is used. Sanding
is largely eliminated although a light scuff sanding after the first and
third operations may be desirable. Because of the omission of surfacer,
the finish is not perfectly smooth and on hardwoods with large pores
(mahogany), and possibly birch, the grain of the rood may be observable
because of slight depressions over the pores. On other roods there may be
slight raised grain and slight depressions over nail holes and scarfed.
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joints between, sheets t)f plywood-. The irreight of the dried finish, if applied
adequately, may be estimated as 0.030, to 0.035 noun  rer square foot.

The finishing time und6r this zystem tan 'be greatly rOuce(1 blr replacing the

slow arying varnish with fast irying phenolic resin varnish. A total drying
time of 24 hours is possible with products of excellent durability and rro-
tective power. There are still faster drying varnishes with which t:le crying
time for the system can be reduced to less than g hours but the Tresent

evidence indicates that such coatings may not be plastic enough to stand
service at low temperatures without cracking.

Specificatin 3-100-H does not permit the substitution of lacquers for
varnish products in the above system. When substituted coat for coat, the
lacquers accomplish a great saving in drying time and a slight saving in
weight of coating but there is a loss in moisture excluding effectiveness,
in smoothness of surface and, with the lighter cclers, there may be difficulty
in obtaining sufficient hiding power with only two coats of lac quer enamel.

Tjrning lacquer products entirely, the four operations can be completed in 1es,t
than one day. The concenus of opinion seems to be, however, than an all-
lacquer system is less reliable and 'that oyierations 1 and 2 at least should

be done with varnish proaucts. If lacquer enamel is used for the color coats
over varnish products, care must be taken to select varnish and lacquer
correctly formulated to avoid "lifting" of the varnish by the lacquer solvents.

When the cblor coats are camouflage enamel or lacquer, the slight roup;hness
due to omission of surfacer in the system is much less apparent to the eye
than is the case when the color coats are glossy.

Exterior ena ci s stem with surfacer

A phenolic resin system used by a nuniber of aircraft.manufacturers is aes-
cribed by the manufacturer of the finish, as follows:

Operation la. (On hardwoods with large Iores). Apply liquid wood filler

by rag 'across the grain of the woo and rub off within 2
minutes across the grain with burlap or excelsior. Allow

paper. (Spreading rate 300 square feet per gallon; weight
when dry 0.0075 pound per square foot).

1 hour for drying, then sananaer lightly with, 000 sand-

(On hardwoods with small pores or on softoods).
01-)eratinn lb. clear sealer by brushing or ,1-2 raying. Allow 1 hour for

drying, then sandpaper lightly with 000 sandpaper. (Spread-

ing rate 400 sqp.are feet per gallon; weight when dry 0.0062

pound per square foot.)

Operation 2.. spray 6te "mist coat" of surfacer, allow to stana	
minutes,

then spray ono heavy coat of surfacer. Allow 6 hours for

drying, then wet sand. with No. 320A "wet or dry" sandpaper.
(Spreading rate 260 square feet • rer gallon; weight when

dry 0.0256 pound per square foot).

•
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Operation 3. Spray line thin coat of enamel of the desire. 	 Allow
S hours for drying, then wet sand with No. 320A sandpaper
(Spreading rate 600 square feet per gallon; weight when dry
0.0043 pound per square foot).

Operation 4. Spray a "mist coat" fcllowed promptly by a heavy coat of
enamel. Allow 8 hours to dry. (Spreading ratio 450 square
feet per gallon; weight when dry 0.012.8 pound per square foot).

If puttying is necessary, it is done between operation 2 and 3 or between
operations 3 and 4 but the putty should be one that is compatible with
phenolic resin systems. The total time for drying of this sirstem is 23
hours and the total weight of coating 0.0502 pound per square foot when
filler is used and 0.04 g9 pound when sealer is used in place of filler.

Cue aircraft factory using this sytem applies both the sealer and the
filler (options la and-lb) on mahogany plywood. There ap pears t be a wide-
spread opinion in the aircraft industry that the first coat on bare wood
should contain nu pigment, If the filler is properly formulated., however,
there should be no nee& of applying a clear sealer ahead of it.

With forced drying at 130° F. dry bulb and ¶7° F. wet "bulb (30 -ercent
relative humidity) the drying time of this system can be reduced to 4-3/4
hours, made up of 1/2 hour for operation 1, l/ hour for the mist coat and
1-1/2 hours for the heavy coat of operation 2, 1 hour for operation 3, and
1-112 hours for operation 4,

Figure 1 shows a cross section through mahogany-poplar plyvoNi_ finished with
this system taken from a wing o f an Army training plane that had been in
service for some months. Filler can be seen in the bottom of large pores
at the surface of the mahogany face veneer. The white layer of surfacer
immediately over the wood surface was found to be 0.0011 inch thick on the
average and the layer of yellow enamel over it (two coats, not distinguish-
able in the section) was 0.0015 inch thick. The weight of coating removable
by carefully sanding down to the surface of the wood was found to be 0.022
pound per square foot but to that must be added the weight of filler not
removable by sanding (without removing wood. also), estimated at 0.0075
pound. The total of 0.0337 pound per square foot is 0.0165 pound short of
the manufacturer's estimate of 0.0502 pound, which is said to be based on
production records at the factory making the plane from which the sample was
taken. Only a small pro portion of the discrepancy can be attributed to loss
from weathering during the time the plane had been in service, indicating
that the plane sampled received less than the estimated weight of finish.
The finishing system in question is No. 6S in Table 2, where the weight of

finish in the tests was 0.045 pound per square foot.

A second enamel system with surfacer, which together with the first illus-
trate the current practices, is described by the manufacturer as follows:

operation 1. Apply one coat of sealer by brush, rag or spray. Allow
6 to 8 hours for drying, then sand lightly with Yo. 400
sandpaper.
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Operation 2. Apply one coat of wood filler by brush or sj:ray. After
5 minutes rub off the surplus across the grain with burlap.
Allow 1 hour for drying, then sand lightly with No. 400
sandpaper.

Operation 3. Apply one coat of surfacer (supplied in white, gray or pink)
by spray. Allow . 6 to g hours for drying, then wet sand with

No. li-oo "wet or dry" sandpaper.

Operation 4. Apply one coat of enamel by ' spray. Allow 8 to 10 hours for
drying.

Oneration 5a. (optional). Apply a second coat of enamel by s:ora y. Allow

to 10 hours for drying.

Operation 5b. (optional). Not less than 4 hours after the last coat of
enamel has been applied the surface mar be rubbed and rnlished.

Operations 1 to 4 can be completed with a total druing time of 24 hours.
The weight of coating is estimated as 0.05 pound per square foot. If the
system is limited to operatiins 1 to 4 the surfacer should be chosen 1.n
the color coming nearest to that of the enamel. Optional operation 5b.
would hardly be considered for the production of military lanes.

Extericr lacquer system with surfacer 

A typical lacquer system is described bar its manufacturer as follows:

IT-Jeration 1. Apply me cat of lacquer sealer by s-ora y . All ow 3/ U to

1 hcur for drying, then sand lightly.

kperation 2. (For hardwood with large pores only). Apply one coat of wood
filler by brush or s pray. After 2 or 3 minutes wire off the
excess across the grain with burlap or rough cloth. Allow
1 hour for drying.

6peration 3. Apply one coat of lacquer surfacer by svray. Allow 3/4 to
1 hour for drying, then wet sand with 380 or 40o snd-oa-r)er,

using water or gasoline for the sanding liquid.

Operation 4. Apply two coats of lacquer in quick succession. Allow 1
hour for drying.

The total drying time may be less than 4 hours. The weight is estimated as
0.0295 pound per square foot.

Most aircraft manufacturers using lacquer enamel for finish coats appear to
be using a sealer of varnish type .and some use a varnish sealer and varnish
tyre surfacer. Where the finishing system is based on lacquer the number
of operations is commonly greater than is indicated by the fore,-going

•
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cheaule. One factory, for example, applies two coats of varnish sealer,
allowing 6 to 8 hours for the .second' coat to dm then makes a double
application of wood filler, letting the second dry . 1 hour, follows with
3 coats of lacquer sealer, which is wet Sanded, and finishes with 2 coats
of lacquer enamel. Another factory 'applies 1 coat of varnish, sealer, 1 coat
of lacquer surfacer, which is sanded,- and 4 coats of lacquer enamel.

Dve and fabric s7RL(1112=221,yood

In the system with fabric over plywood, the plywrod usually is first sealed
with one or two coats of varnish type sealer.

The remainder of the process is typically as follows:

Operation 1. Apply ono coat of clear dope by brush. Allow 1 hour for
drying.

OPeration 2. P.epeat operation 1.

Operation 3. Lay on the dry fabric; set . it in place by brushin g in one
direction with do .ne thinner or, with , thinnet'l. dope ("pullover
solution"). Releaee any air bubbles imprisoned under the
fabric by 13uncturing with pins if necessary.

Operation 4. Apply one coat of clear dope by brush.

Operation 5. Apply tapes and set in place as in operation 3.

Operation 5. Apply one coat of clear .dope by spraT. Allow 2 hours or
more for drying, then sandpaper lightly to remove the nap
raised by the dope.

Operation 7. Apply one coat of aluminized do-;e by spray.

Operation $. Apply another coat of aluminized dope by spray. Allow 3
hours for drying then wet sand with No. 320 wet or dry

• sandpaper.

Operation 9. Apply onm coat of pigmented dope of required color 7371-
spray.

Operation 10. Repeat operation

The fabric weighs 0.0281 and the do p e finish is estimated at 0.0276,
taking a total estimated weight of 0.0559 pound per square foot.

In eperations 9 and 10 iacouer enamel or varnish enamel may be used in
place of p igmented dope.



:Figure 2 shown a cross section through the fabric covering of the aileron
of the wing from which the plywood sample shown in figure 1 wns tpken.
The layer of clear dope over the fabric can be seen as an al7,-L-rent17 black
line over which there is a layer of aluminized dope arta finally a la yer of

yellor enamel. The fabric 4,11d finish weighed 0.0548 pound ter square foot.
After removing the finish with varnish remover and acetone and can ing the

fabric it was found to weigh 0.0253 pound per square foot, leaving a
ftrence of '0.0295 pound per square fot. t frn. the weight of finish. The
total thickness of coating over the fabric was 0.0019 inch of which the
yellow enamel accounted for 0.0009 inch and the clear and aluminized 'tope
together for 0.0010 inch.

The large number of operations re quired in the dope cn fabric finish can
be greatly reduced by following the method of lot spraying . This method of

application makes use tf the fact that dope and lacquer become much thinner
in viscosity when thy ar0 heated. By adding the necessar y heating devices

to the spraying equipment it is possible to make dopes or lacquers with
twice the usual content of nonvolatile material, which woul A_ Ip e much toe

viscous to spray with ordinary equipment, an(. to apply them in contin,-,,s of

twice the 'usual thickness so that only half as many coats are neede A . In

other words, the viscosity of the material is adjusted to s-2rayinr consist-
ency by heating it to 160 to 180° F. before it enters and while it is in
the spray gun rather than by adding excessive quantities of solvents and
diluents as in the older method of application. The material one's rari1y
after it leaves the gun and is not much warmer than the wood when it reaches

the surface, Dopes and lacquers must be made specifically for hot n-pplioa-
tion because certain adjustments in composition are requireA.

The system for hot application is recommendtbd by one manufacturer ns
follows (the plywood having already received a coat or two of sealer):

Operation 1 to 3. Same as rrevicusl.y described for layinr fabric.

Operation ).. Apply onP wet cross coat (spraying in one direction and.
immediately afterward in the direction at right angles)
of clear dope at 170 to 1 g0 0 F. Allow one hour to aryl

then sand with 180 to 220 paper and apply tape.

Operation 5.	 Apply one lap coat (spraying in one direction only)
of clear dope at 17Q° tt 1 g0 0 F t Let dry for 1 hour,

then sand with 150 tp 220 paper,

Operation G.	 Apply nne lap coat f aluminized dope at 170° to 180° F.

Let dry for 1 hour,then sandpaper with 160 to 150 raper.

Operation 7.	 Apply one wet cross coat of pigmented dope of the re-
quired color at 170 4 to 180 0 F.

Where pretaping directly on the u2Aaped fabric is 7ermissnle, o--,eration
5 may be omitted,



Another hot dope system makes use of fabric and tape that are predo:f)ed b7 the
maker of the finishing Inaterials. St5ndard airtraft fabric is treated to
remove the tizthg and is then mechanically imtrtgnatea.with d,ore, calenderel
under pressure to prevent subsequent raising of nay, and shipped in :air-tight
containers to the aircraft manufacturer, The, process of finishing: then con
sists of:

Operation 1: On the previously sealed plywrod spray one coat of clear
dope at 160° to 175° F. and lay the fabric in thie wet dope.
Then aptly tape. Let dry 1 hour.

Operation 2:

Operation 3:

Operation 4:

Operation 5:

Apply one wet cross coat of clear dope at 160° to 175° Y.
Let dry 1 hour.

Apply one cross coat of Aluminized dope at 150° to 175° F.
Let dry 1 hour. Sanaing may be done at this 'point if desired
for extra smoothness.

Aptly one cross coat of pigmented dope of desire color at
160° to 175° F. Let dry 1 hour.

Apply a mist coat at room tem7Derature of pigmented
sufficiently thinnea, to eliminate overspx;ay and spray laTs.

iarkins

Insignia and markings are commonly applied after the rest of the exterior
finish has been completed.. The insignia consists of three colors, red, white,
and blue, generally a.oplied through stencils. The first color aTTlieJ must
be allowed to dry before ths next one can be put on. Letter and number
markings are usually in black.

Insignia are also available in decalcomania, which aP.n be a pplied more
rapidly, but there is some question about the durability of the decalcomanib-
Decalcomania should not be used without the approval of the Procuizw Agency.

Methods f	 lvilLZiak2M1

Aircraft finishes involve application by brushing, sprAyin, aippinr, and..
wiping. The basic methods of application do not differ essentially from the
practices of other woodworking industries.

Brushing- is a relatively slow method of application. There in-a widespread
belief, however, that better resuits are obtained, by brushingthan 137 srray-
ing for the first coat or two of material applied on porous surfaees such as
wood and fabric. For that reason sealers ana word fillers are commonly
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brushed on wood and, the first two coats of clear ,dope are usually brushed on
fabric (exce:nt when dope is applied by the hot spraying method). The thoarht
is that thQ mechanical action of the brush brings about better renetration
into porous surfaces and releases trapped air bubbles more thoroughly. On
fabric, such is undoubtedly the case because the brush works tho threads of
fabric back and forth ana squeezes them slightly, which aids the release of
air bubbles. The surface of wood., however, is too rigid to vield to •the isxes-
sure of a bristle brush and it is questionable whether brushing has any advan-
tage over spraying. In either case, the penetration into the wood. Oerens
chiefly on the properties of the material itself as discussed under sealers.

To a considerable extent, tho release of air bubbles from wood as sealer ,or
filler is applied is a question of difference in temperature among wood,
finishing material., and the room. There , is a large volume of air in the pores
of the wood which expands if it becomes warmer and contract$ if it cools. The.
rood should be .at least as 'warm as the room and the sealer or filler at the
time of application, in which case the air in the wood rill not be expanding
while the sealer or filler is still in a. liquid condition. If bare wood comes
into the finishing room froth a colder part of the factory it should be given
time to come to the higher temperature before applying sealer or filler. If
forced drying is used., the work should be allowed to stand after sealing or
filling long enough for much of the volatile thinner to evaporate anci the
sealer or filler to become at least partly "set" before the work is run into
the drying room. Once the wood has been sealed adequately, there •should be
little trouble -from expanding air but no coating should be put in the drying
room until it has sto .oa a few minutes to lose a large part of the volatile
thinners.

Brushing is usually the convenient way of doing small jobs of coating while
the work is on the assembly line and still in the wood shop. For example,•
aIuminized, bituminous paint is usually brushed on areas of contact with metal
fittings and the, interior finish may be brushed. on the inside surfaces of the
wing space in which the gasoline tank is soon to be fitted,

Spraying 

The principal method of applying aircraft finishes is spraying because it is
the fastest method except for the limited number of places where dipping 1.,!4
practicable. Spraying must be done in a spray booth or spray room -properly
equipped to carry off the mist and fumes and in large booths or rooms it is
usually necessary for the workmen to wear masks. The work, therefore, must
be brought to the spray booth. In most States there are detailed laws
governing the equipment and_ safety precautions for industrial spray finishing.
Manufacturers of spraying equipment and. spray booths are prepared to supply
technical advice about the evipment needed for properlyrroperly handling the Jif-
feront finishing systems, Typical , spray booths for aircraft finishing are
shown in figures 3 and 4.
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Dipping

When practicable, dipping is a rap id method of application that has the im-
portant advantage of reaching into confined spaces that might be inaccessible
to brushing or spraying. Wings that have been covered on both sides with
tl7weoa can be filled with liquid by dipping nithouch the interior surfaces
are usually inaccessible by any other method. • Care must be taken, however,
to see that all confined spaces arc so vented that all air escapes as liquid
comes in. Pockets of trapped air prevent contact of the liquid with parts
of the interior surfaces, If necessary the ving or other structure can be
tilted back and forth or rocked while submerged to facilitate the escarieof

Con withdrawal from the diTning tank the excess liquid must find escape
through properly located drain holes. Any puddles of sealer or varnish left
inside add weight without contributing usefully to protection.

Figure 5 shows how a plywood covered wing section is dipped into a tank set
in the flcNor of the finishing room to apply varnish on both interior and
exterior surfaces. Two dips are required for the interior finish but on the
outside, which is subsequently to be covered with fabric and doped, only
sealing is desired. After withdrawal from the tank, therefore, excess
varnish is wiped from the outside plywood surfaces with rags dampened with
volatile thinner. The oily rags after use should be disposed of promptly
because they constitute a serious fire hatar6. In piles or confined spaces
where there is a limited access of air they may take fire by spontaneous
combustion. The tank for a wing section of the size shown has a cnpacity-
requiring approximately 2000 ga l lons of varnish for operation. An varnish
is consumed, fresh varnish is added to maintain the required volume. There
is also a loss of volatile thinner during operation (a tank cover minimizes
the loss when standing idle) which must be corrected by adding fresh thinner
as needed. Saxmles of varnish are taken from the tank at frequent intervals
to be checked at the varnish maker's laboratories and the cogposition cor-
rected as the manufacturer directs.

Figure 6 shows the use of a similar dipping operation for an o pen wing section
to be covered later with fabric. In this case, dipping is used chiefly for
speed of o ,--,eration but it has a. further advantage in that the varnish pone-
trates into many nooks and crevices that would not be so well protected by
brushing or spraying. The pockets formed under rib ca:i:s at junctions between
diagonal braces covered by gussetts ore good examples of difficult places to
brush or spray. Only a small brush very carefully used would get in end
trying to spray into such a pocket is much like trying to blow into the
mouth of an .E% mpty pop bottle.

In some operations, it may be desirab l e to finish smaller assemblies such
as ribs before assembling the wing tectinn. Di pp ing is convenient anti_ can
be acne	 tanks of moderate capacity provided that it will not leave sealer
or varnish on surfaces that must subsequently be glued. Sometimes this can
be done by dipning the ribs before they have been sha ped to final size.
Passage over the sh:,--oer after the finish has dried then exposes fresh wood
where the rib ca, ,s are to be glued to -the plywood cover.

DipTAng is more convenient for clear sealers and varnishes than it is for
pigmented products because the tendency for pigments to settle is trouble-
some in din tanks. Large tanks require constant mechanical agitation,
preferably including periods when the tanks are idle. Quick-drying products
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are more difficult to handle than slow drying products because of more
rapid loss of volatile thinners, the more complicated balance of solvents
and diluents to be maintained, and a greater tendency for formation of skins
on the varnish in the tanks when standing idle.

Wiping 

Weed filler is the principal product requiring wiping. The wiping Toeration
removes excess material from the surface while packing the pigmented filler
in pasty consistency into the large pores of the wood. Details of the
wiping process as recommended by filler manufacturers and by exl-)erienced
users differ considerably. some apply the filler with rags, others apply
by brush or spray and wipe after the volatile thinner has largely evaporated.
For wiping material, rag, burlap, excelsior, and sea moss are variously sug-
gested. One aircraft manufacturer -removes excess filler by scrauing with a
mason's trowel. As a matter of fact the various fillers differ in character-
istics enough to require slight differences in •technique of hanc1 lint7,-. As a
rule, fillers work best when applied over bare wood; they are usuall y more
difficult to apply after the surface has been sealed. The one uniform pre-
caution is that wiping should be done across the grain of the 7 .rood except
perhaps for a. few final strokes lightly with the grain to eliminate streaks,
The user should study the filler he is using carefully to work out the most
effective procedure for the job on hand.

Wiping likewise is advantageous for applying sealers. Wood surf p,ces are
unequally abSorPtive. Wiping allows the more absorptive areas to receive
more sealer without leaving an excess over the less absor ptive area. The
wiping is especially effective if sealer is first brushed, sprayed, or
mopped 411. the surface generously, allowed to stand long enough for most of
the thinners to evaporate but not long enough to become tacky, and is then
wiped off. Wiping of sealer should be done chiefly across the cram with
final light strokes with the grain. (See the precaution about oily rags in
the discussion of dipping).

If the weight of finish applied is to be held at all closely to the minimum
consistowt with satisfactory performance, it is important that the spreading
rate (ar-ea cervcred by unit of volume of finishing material) of each product
entering into the finishing system be held reasonably close to VTle value
upon which the finish is designed and be kept unif,Irm from one day's Ta.*.-
auction to. another. The assum ption frequently made to the effect that the
weight (511 material applied will remain much the same as long as the number
of coats is the same is b y no means correct because the spreaing rate for
any given coat may vary widely. In table 2, finishes 4g and 49 14ere exactly
the same in number of coats and in materials used, yet finish 4g 1,7eighed
0.0314 and. finish 49 weighed 0,0890 pluna. per square foot merely because of
differences in spreading rate. In the discussion of n exterior enamel systems
with surfacer" it was pointed out that actual test of a sample from an air-
plane revealed revealed a weight of 0.0337 for a f inish estimoted to weigh normally
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0.0 .502 pound per s quare foot. An aircraft manufacturer's rorort nf P test
made on his dope system for fabric indicates a weight of 0.0764 pcun0 per
square foot for 3 coats of clear dope, 1 coat of aluminized ( 1..oTe.	 (3_ one of
pigmented dope sanded after each coat except the last, a finish that normally
should weigh nn mere than 0.02 g pound per square foot.

In practice spreading rate must be gaged by the workman arTl vi rIT the material
by sight, feel, and sense of timing. All of thele rn-iteri p , }o 'ever, are
purely relative and unless chocked. frequentl y they may "drift"	 riov,s1y,,,,
that is, the man may gradually apply more or less qmteripn l Li rite of his
belief that the amount is remaining the same. Suitable means of sr-Inting
:production from time to time to eetormino the weight beinc c, 9prlied should be
devised and tracticed.

Forced drying

There seems to be marked difference of opinion among. aircraft manufacturr!r1
about the practicability of forcedd drying .: The saving in  vying time may..
be very great. As pointed out in the discussich of "exterior enael systemo
with surfacer" one system requiring . 23 hours at ordinary temperature dries
in. 4-3/4 hours at . 130°F, For an aircraft enamel of a lowerdrying tYPe,
the drying time is reported as 12 hours at 70° Y., .E1 hours at 120 0 F. and
7 hours at 1 35° F.

Forced drying requires that the work be moved back and. forth frofa.s:ray booth
to drying room for each alYaicatisn of finishing material. This can be done
readily where the work cFn be placed on dollies and remain on the
threughlut the finishing process, provided that the . spray booth an.,.3 drying
room are conveniently located.

To avoid blistering of coatings from expansion of air in the woo  ad t$
keep the moisture content of thn wood from droppine too low, it is necessary
to limit forced drying to moderate temperatures. Dryi4g rooms no" in use
in the aircraft industry, such as thl-it shorn in figure 7, *pernte at 1 -i0° F.
to 135° F. Humidification also is necessary to kee p the moisture content of
the wood reat-onably constant. To) keep wood at 10 percent moisture content
at 130° F. the relative humidity'rould have to be nearly 6 1-ercet but the
dewpoint for air at those conditions is ll4° F. so that wooci work at ordinprir
shop temperatures would be cold enough to condense moisture on,	 freshly
ap-plied 'inish when first placed in the dr ying room. The ti-le in the (l ry-
ing room, however, is sho r t and the Drecence o-f' finish on tThei iE nd
outside surfaces retards the escape of moisture, hce it 15 foun P, in
practice that 30 rercent rolative humiaity at 1 .30° F. (97° F. w(t ":,u1b)
serves to prevent une. uo drying ef w ing  covered 1..Tit4 3/32 inch 1 ,17,r 	 in
the schedule for forced c3' /1F aesertbea under "extorior enalel systert
with sWacer." The loss in mc,istl7re centeat in this chedule is sail
to be/more than 2 percent of which 1 percent is regained within 24 hours
after com-oletion if the process,

For air at 130° F. and 30 percent relative humidity, 'ths delAmoint is. 8,5° F.
It would therefore a-opear TJoss i ble for condensation of moisture to occur
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on work much below g8°	 when run 'quickly into the arvirig room. As a
matter of fact, however, it takes . a few minute  to bring the arving room
up to temperature ancl. humidity after 1ading'it and closing the cToor.1 during
which time the workgaims.appteciably in temperature. In T;)ractice, there-
fore, the work can be somewhat below the theoretical dewpoint without causing
trouble. One manufacturer using forced dryinc at 130° F. and. 30 :i2ercent
relative humidity reports occasional dulling of the gloss Of erg 	 finish

coats causea by slight condensation on days when the finishitg room is
allowed ,to (-iron ,below 70° F. The dulled 	 occur in lines ever spers ani

ribs because the greater volume of wood beneath these areas takes loner to
come up to the drying temperature than does the unsupported 3/32 inch Dlywood,
The dulling experienced is net serious and is easily repaired by ruing
with an oily rag.

The arrangement of hot air ducts and steam jets for heating ana humidifying
drying rooms and the loading of Work in the rooms must be such as to avoid
any possibility of throwing jets of hot air or steam directly on any parts
of the work. Local overheating may blister the finish and- local overhumidi-
fication may dull or otherwise damage the finish.

Special  Problems Arising from Construction Procedures

There are several special problems of finishing that arise from necessary
construction procedures in manufacturing aircraft.

Finishing surfacers inaccessible after assembling

The interior surfaces of plywood coverea wing sections are us-117 i ,lacces-

snle after the plywood covering has been gluea on both sides vet current
specifications require that all of the interior surfaces inclu rl ini,„ the

inside faces of the plywood covering receive a rrotecti lre finish. In one

method of meeting this problem, the interior surfaces are finished before
final closing of the wing section w i th the second half of the pl:.rood.
covering. In another methsd finish i ng is done by dipping after assembly.

Finishing the interior surfaces before final asse,ably is cnmilicate(T
the necessity of avoiding application of any finishing material to wood
surfaces that must subsequently be glued. A typical procedure is to
assemble the qtructural parts and glue the plywood, cover on one side and then
finish the interior snrfaces by brushing or spraying, taking care to avoid
getting  any finish on the spar cabs or rib cans on which the seconcl covering
is to be glued later. These surfaces may be masked 14th Scotch tape if
desired. The tape must be a kind that leaves no adhesive on the wood after
it hat been pulled off which would interfere with gluing or else the wood-
must be sand7napered after the tape is pulled off before gluing. Meantime
the positions of the clue lines on the inside of the second. rlyvooa covering
are carefully located and marked with pencil lines. The areas to be galled

may be covered with Scotch tape after which the insi(l P face of the plywood

is finished by brushing or by sprnying. W1h some sealers and varrlishes,
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especially if they are thinned too micih, trouble is sometimes experienced
with creeping of the finish under the tape, contaminating the areas to be
glued. Some manufacturers therefore omit the tape, and apply the finish by
brush, cutting in accurately to the pencil lines. nether this method gives
less trouble with creeping onto the areas to be glued is largely a question'
of individual skills and preferences. When the finish is-dry the tapes, if
used, are removed and the second plywood .covering glued in place accurately.

This procedure is very laborious and sets up a bottleneck in production.
It has the further disadvantage of leaving the edges of the glue lines
between the second covering and its supports unprotected by finish. If
the marking and fitting are not done accurately or if creeping of finish is
not avoided there -will be areas of unfinished wood left exposed or glue lines
in which the presence of fiwish prevents development of full joint strength.

Efforts are being made to develop an adequate sealer,that will hot interfere
with subsequent gluing so that the laborious process of marking off and pror
tecting the areas to be glued can be eliminated. One manufacturer of sealer
believes that he has developed such a product but ,its acceptability must be-.
demonstrated by comprehensive testing.

Finishing after assembly has been completed must usually be done by dipping
as has already been described in discussing application by dipping. If done
correctly, dipping leaves no interior glue lines or surfaces unprotected by
finish. It likewise effects a saving in production time by eliminating the
bottleneck of keeping areas to be glued free fron contamination by finish.
On the other hand At involves the difficulties of keeping large tanks of
varnish in good condition and correct composition throughout long periods of
operation, of making sure that,air pockets do not keep varnish away from some
interior surfaces, and of providing adequate drainage of excess varnish. It
also tends to limit the interior finish to unpigmnted finishes which are
less effective than pigmented materials and it applies the interior finish
to the exterior surfaces from which excess material must be wiped off.

Another procedure that has been suggested and perhaps tried is that of holding
the assembled wing in a suitable mounting permitting it to be rotated and
tilted so that an excess of sealer or varnish can be placed inside and flowed
over all surfaces by rotating and tilting the wing, finally draining off
excess material as in dipping. The advantage of such a method is the elimi-
nation of large dip tanks ihith the problem of keeping tile varnish in good
condition. The disadvantage is the question of designing and providing the
necessary apparatus and making sure that all interior surfaces are reached
by finish and all excess drained off.

Effect of glue s queeze-out on finish

Finish and glue are usually indonpat. ible. Wood surfaces to be glued satis-
factorily must be uncontaminated by finish and vice versa, wood surfaces to
be finished reliably should be uncontaminated by glue, whether casein glue
or resin glue.
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On interior surfaces it is not customary to remove glue squeeze-out before
finishing even though it_ is recognized that the protective power and dura
bility of the finish are thereby impaired. The time and labor required to
remove squeeze-out and the great d ifficulty of access to such recesses as the
pockets formed between rib caps, diagonal . braces and gussets make it nec
essary to leave the glue squeeze-out in place despite its imrairment of the
finish.

On exterior surfaces where the finish must stand exposure to the weather,
removal of glue squeeze-out or other contamination is imperative. Lavers or
beads of glue of appreciable thickness should be removed with a wood, scraper
or chisel, taking care not to cut into the wood. Then the surface should be
mandpaPered with coarse sandpaper such as No. 1 paper until bare wood fiber
is exposed for contact with the finish. It is desirable to lea Ye the wood
surface slightly roughened by the sandpaper. Unfortunately some glue will
still be left in the larger pores of the wood which in the opinion of some
may impair the durability of the finish. Every practicable• precaution
therefore should, be taken to minimize the amount of glue scvleeze-o-ot on
exterior surfaces.

Exposed edges of plritrood

Exposed, edges of -aybrood present encl.-grain wood which is much more readily
absorptive of moisture and more difficult to finish durably than is side-
grain wood. . Good design will minimize exposure of plywood edi:es a-id butt
joints by scarfing or other details of construction. There will usually be
some edge exposure, however, at vent holes, inspection holes, end fittings.

Some manufacturers tape exposed edges of plywood. This probabl y is the
safest procedure to provide effective protection of the wood and of the
finish. Other manufacturers apply an extra coat or two of sealer on exposed
edges by brushing. Clear sealers, however, are not very effective on end-
grain wood. Highly pigmented sealers will be more effective. Wood filler,
surfacer, or camouflage enamel applied generously and wiped off like filler
should, prove still more effective.

Small holes such as vent holes cannot be taped but they can be closed with
metal or plastic grcmmets to good. advantage. Some planes have been observed
recently in which small vent holes apparently were drilled, throu?:h plvwood
coverings after the exterior finish had been completed., leaviç t:'.e plywood
edges exposed without any pretction whatever. Such practice runs a risk of
causing premature failure of the finish near the exposed edges.

Effect •f nail -11!,,,es tIr nail heads  on exterior finish

Flush driven nails or screws left in exterior surfaces to be finished are
likely to prove points of premature failure of the finish. Because of dif-
ferences between wood and metal in their coefficients of expansion with
temperature and moisture, early cracking of finish over the junction between
wood and metal is to be exnected after which ready admission of moisture may
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411	 lead to local failure of the finish. Hardware left flush with woo rl surfaces

•

for exterior finishing may well be minimized.

Fail holes or count ersunk nails or screws should be filled before enamel or
lacquer finish coatsare appliea, On woods oft which wood filler is applied
the holes should be sufficiently filled for protection of the 1, rood a-,ad
bility of the finish but filler alOue will not make them level enough to be
entirely concealed, from view. Surfacers may not fill nail holes pit all well
unless they have first been closed with wood, filler. If slight deTzessions
over nail holes are considered. objectionable enough to require further level-
in- they roust be ruttied by hand with a quick drying putty known to be com-
-)2atible with the finishing system. As a. rule, however, a more durable finish
may be expected if the puttying is omitted and the slight depressions over
the holes allowed to remain visible.

On woods having no pores large enough to require wood filler nd here slight
depressions in the finish over nail holes wi ll be acce-ntable, iood filler
may be applied over those areas only in which there are nail 	 This may
be ('),one 'most easily on the bare wood before sealer is aprlied.

Effect of . seams in p ywood faces

Then seams or joints in face veneers of plywood have been well edge  .11Jed
with water resistant clue they have no effect on the behavior of finish. The
finish should remain intact over the seam as well as it does over the PaTts
of the surface having no seams except for the problem of glue squeeze-out
which has already been discussed.

Unglued seams are likely to cause cracking of the, finish over the seams. The
thicker th,e face ply the earlier the cracking May be expected to set it 81'0...
the wider will be the crack formed. . Where the. face. 'Ply . is no thicker that •
1/32 inch, cracking of the finish, though readily visible,•May not re-,-)resent
too serious an imnairment in the durabil i ty of the fitAsh.

Maintenance of Finishes 

Gloss finishes of enamel or lacquer tend to lose their gloss after eN-:iosure,
to the weather for some tim.e. Eventually the color apparently fades and the
surface begins to chalk.

The gloss and color can be restored and any airt aerositod on. the surface
removed by washing.. at intervals with mild soap and, water. Stro*tgly
scalp or cleaning agents may soften the surface of the finish enouph to result
in removal of en exeesste . amount of it with each. washing..

Camouflage finishes are i nclined to become ,more glossy if they are .ried
either when dry or in the course of Washin,T. Th6y-shoulcl be washe as in-
frequently as possible and then with the least amount of ruY .,1771,7•thnt is. 	 .
pract icable,
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(6)

(7)

(9)

•Refinishing, unless the old finish is removed complete17, adds aaAitional
weight to the surface. If done frequently the added weight may im1air the
performance of the aircraft, For that reason refinishing shouY be (Tone
as seldom as practicable and then with a minimum weight of enamel or lacquer,
preferably of the same kind used when the craft was made. If the old finish
is badly cracked it should be sanded down as nearly as rossnle to the bare
wood before refinishing. .
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List of Specifications Mentioned in Text

Federal Specifications 

For a complete list see the "Federal Standard Stock Catalogue". Conies of
the specifications may be obtained upon application, accompanied  bv money
order, or coupon, or cash to the Superintendent of Documents, Government
Printing Office, Washington, r),C. Price 5 each. The catalog costs

JJJ-0-336	 Oil, Linseed, Raw
LLL-T-791b	 Turpentine; (for) Paint, Type 1
LLL-T-972a	 TurT,entine; (for) Pairt, Tyl,e II
TT-A-46 	 Aluminum-Pigment; powder and paste (for paint)
TT-A-476	 Powder, Aluminum, Bronze
TT-F-336a	 Filler, Wood, Paste'
TT-P-36a	 Paint, Ready-Mixed and Semi-Paste (White and Tinted)
TT-P156	 Paint, White Lead Base; Basic Carbonate Read7-:ixed, Light

Tints and White
TT-T-291	 Thinner, Paint, Volatile Mineral Spirits
TT-V- g 1a	 Varnish, Mixing (for) Aluminum Paint
TT-V-121a	 Varnish, Spar, Water-Resistant

U. S, Army Specifications 

Copies may be obtained from the Materiel Center, Air Corrs, Wright Field,
Dayton, Ohio.

3-9Z-E	 Abircraft name1
3-100-H	 .Protective Finish, Metal Parts (Aircraft)
3-107-D	 tope Proof Paint
3-15 g	Lacquer, Cellulose-Nitrate (Superseded by AY-TT-L-51)
98-24100	 Doping Aircraft Surfaces
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Army Air Forees Specifications

Conies may be
Dayton, Ohio.

1407“
14093

14096

141 05
14106
14109
141 13
14119

obtained from the Materiel Center, Air Corrs, Wri.t Field,

Faint, Bituminous, Coat Tar Pitch Bane Mended tine)
Varnish; Spar, Phenol-Formaldehyde (suTierseded.177.

AY,TT-V-11g)
Dope; Cellulose Nitrate Clear (for) Aluminum Dore(uner-

skied by AY-TT-D-551A
Lacquer, Cellulose Nitrate, Camouflage
Dope, Pigmented Nitrat e , Camouflage
Enamel, Camouflage, Qqick-Drying
Sealer, Wood, Liquid
Surfacer; Aircraft (for wood)

Navy Aeronautical Specifications

Copies may be obtained upon application to the Naval Aircraft Fctor,,, yavy

Yard, Philadelphia, Pa.

L-Sg
Ii-390b
M-4g5a

H-520
PM-5
RH-21
RM-24
RI-25
RM-31-1

Lacquer, Nitrocellulose
Dope, Cellulose Acet a te :Butyrate, Clear and 1-tijmented
Lacquer, Yon-Specular
Dope, Cellulose-Nitrate, l'Igmented, Non-STecular
Dope, Cellulose. Acetate Butyrate, Pigmented Yon-S-,)ecular
Cellulose Acetate Butyrate
Glycol Sebacate
Tricresyl Phosphate
Triphenyl Phosphate
Resin, Glyceryl Phthalate

Axmy-Navy Aeronautd,cal Specifications

Copies may be obtained upon application to either the Bureau of Aeronautics,
Navy Department, Washington, D. C., or to the Materiel Center, Air Cores
Wright Field, Dayton, Ohio.

AN_JJJ-0-316
AN-L-C-1g1
A17-LLL-D-365
AY-0-D-361
AY-O-E-766
AN-R-T-541
Y-R-x-e76

AN-TT-146l
AN-TT-D-514
AY-TT-D-551
Ay-ram-D-554
AY-TT-L-51
AN-TT-R-271
AY-TT-T-256
AN-TT-T-25g
PT-TT,V-116
AY-TT-7-11g
AY-VV-Y-96
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Oil; Castor
Cellulose-Nitrate
Dipentine
Dibutyl Phthalate
Ethyl-Cellulose
Toluene
Xyleae
Alliminum-Pigment-Pastc"; Aircraft
Dope; Cellulose-Nitrate, Clear.
Dope; Cellulose-Nitrate, Clear (for) Aluminum-Do-:e
Dope; Cellulose-Nitrate, Pigmented
Lacquer; Cellulose-Nitrate
Resin; P-Pheny1-1?henol-Formaldehyde
Thinner; Cellulose-Nitrate, Dope axle.. Lacquer
Thinner; Cellulose-Nitrate, Dore pncl_ Lacorer,1u(lh
Varnish, Spar, Glyceryl-Ihthalte
Varnish; Spar,	 -Forroal d
rraplatha; Petroleum, Aromatic
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37, 38, 60
36, 39, 51, 53

50, 54

39, 72
38, 64

32
33

57, 61, 65, 70
22

:	 .0298	 98

.0078

.0131

.0159

.0172

.0146

.0146

.0151

.0197

.0231

.0218

34
42
45
58
58
70
71

:	 78
:	 81

91

54

	

.0493	 6

	

.0293	 56

	

.0264	 58

Table 2	 t e-
( eirlata of Nrl

f otive Comm
rest Products Laboratory))

she

Description (letters and numbers in parentheses refer . to Federal, Army-Navy, or Army apecificationel
under which the material was supplied)

1-ooat finish: 

25 :Sealerg for plywood, 1 coat,

2-coat finishes, unpigmented: 

26 :Phenolic resin varnish (14093), 2 coats
27 :Varnish (TT-V-121a), 2 coats

2-coat finishes containing pigments other than aluminum:

28 :Blue lacquer (3-158), 2 coats
29 :Blue phenolio resin varnish, 2 coats
30 :Yellow enamel (3-98-E), 2 coats
31 :Sealer, 1 coat; olive drab camouflage( enamel (14109), 1 coat

	

'Compare with finish: 0 g ' o	 eroen age
;of indicated number: finish in : effective-
:in Table 2-26 (No. : pounds per: 	 nese
:1 to 24) or Table :square foot: 	 N
:2-27 (No. 25 to 83):

	

0.0099	 :	 -62

4	 .0167	 33

	

3, 62
	 .0185	 44

	

.0281	 :	 59

	

14, 69	 :	 .0293	 :	 61

	

.0282	 :	 69

	

39, 43, 46,63,66 :	 .0206	 :	 33

Finish:
number:

2-coat finishes in , which 1 pound of aluminum powder (TT-A-476,Type B) was added to 1 gallon for second coat:

32 :Sealer; 'synthetic vehicle" containing aluminum
33 :Clear lacquer (3-158); same lacquer plus aluminum
34 :Sealer; glyceryl-phthalate varnish plus aluminum
35 :Same as finish No. 27 except that second coat contained aluminum
36 :Sealer; lacquer No. 33 plus aluminum
37 :Sealer No. 32; modified phenolic resin varnish plus aluminum
38 :Phenolic resin varnish No. 37; same plus aluminum
39 :Sealer No. 31; lacquer No. 33 plus aluminum
40 :Pigmented phenolic-alkyd sealer; enamel vehicle (3-98-E) plus aluminum
41 :Phenolic resin varnish; same plus aluminum

Aluminum leaf finish:

42 :Phenolic resin varnish (14093);aluminum foil and tapes laid on while varnish still tacky;phenolic resin
varnish

3-coat finishes not containing a sanding surfacer:
:	 :

43 :Same as No. 31 except for a second coat of camouflage enamel (14109) 	
46	 .0323	 37

44 :"Synthetic" sealer; olive drab lacquer (3-158), 2 coats 	 :	 47, 55: 56	 :	 .0269
.0221	

39

45 :Sealer No. 44; olive drab enamel (3-98-E), 2 coats	
47	 46

46 :Sealer No. 31; olive drab camouflage lacquer (14105), 2 coats 	
4349

48 :Filler (TT-F-336a); yellow enamel (3-98-E), 2 coats 	 :	 4%262	 :	 ••0314

.0204

6847 :Sealer No. 44; lacquer No. 46, 2 coats 	
61

49 :Same as 48 except that the enamel was a pplied in thicker coats	 :	 .0890	 76

East finishes consisting of sealers, sanding surfacerg , and enamel or lacquer:

50 :Sealer No. 34; glyceryl-phthalate surfacer; gray camouflage enamel
51 :Lacquer sealer No. 33; lacquer surfacer; yellow lacquer (3-158)
52 :Same as 51 except blue lacquer (3-158)

4-coat finishes consisting of sealer? , surfaoer& and 2 coats of enamel or of lacquer:

53 :Lacquer sealer No. 33; quick-drying surfacer; yellow lacquer (3-158), 2 coats 	 :	 63, 66, 72:	 36
:(74.3

54 :Sealer No. 50; surfacer No. 50; yellow enamel (3-98-E), 2 coats 	
:	 :.	 53

55 :Sealer No. 44; *synthetic* surfacer; olive drab lacquer No. 44, 2 coats 	
56	 •0400 :

.0392
• 53

.
56 :Sealer No. 55; surfacer No. 55; olive drab enamel (3-98-E), 2 coats 	

:
61, 70	

•. 53

57 :Sealer No. 40; surfacer; blue lacquer (3-158), 2 coats 	
:	

•. 58

58 :Sealer No. 57; surfacer No. 57; blue enamel (3-98-E), 2 coats 	
:	

.0463

	

•. 59

59 :Sealer No. 25; surfacer; yellow enamel, 2 coats	

65, 71
•. 	 67

60 :Sealer No. 32; surfacer; yellow enamel, 2 coats	
:	 .0560	 :	 75

61 :Sealer No. 40; lacquer surfacer; blue lacquer No. 57, 2 coats 	
65	 •0362	 75

62 :Sealer No. 27; filler No. 48; yellow enamel No. 48, 2 coats 	
.0605	 78

(01 : .g63 :Sealer No. 31; surfacer No. 53; yellow lacquer (3-158), 2 coats 	
66	

.
64 :Modified phenolic resin varnish No. 37; surfacer; blue enamel, 2 coats 	

.0471

65 :Sealer No. 40; lacquer surfacer No. 61; blue enamel (3-98-E) No. 58, 2 coats 	
.0311	 :

:	

82

66 :Sealer No. 31; surfacer No. 53; blue lacquer (3-158), 2 coats 	
82

T4V.	 FO
67 :Phenolic resin filler; phenolic resin surfacer; blue phenolic resin enamel, 2 coats 	

68, 74

68 :Filler No, 67; surfacer No. 67; yellow phenolio resin enamel, 2 coats 	
69, 75	 .0485	 :	 91

69 :Filler No. 67; surfacer No. 67; blue phenolic resin enamel No. 29, 2 coats	
:	 .0643	 :	 94

,-coat finishes consisting of 1 coat of sealerg , 2 coats of surfacerg , and 2 coats of enamel or lacquer:

70 :Sealer No. 40; surfacer; blue lacquer (3-158) No. 57 	
73,

	 :	 .0469	 :	
71
65

71 :Sealer No. 70; surfacer N9 70; blue enamel (3-98-E) No. 58 	
:	 .0411
:	 .0440	 :	 74

No.	
:	

, 76

:Filler No 67; phenolic resin surfacer; blue phenolic resin enamel No. 67 	
75

74

72 :Sealer No. 36; glaze coati; yellow lacquer (3-158) No. 53	 84
73 :Same as No. 72 except heavier application	

:	 :	 .
.0392	

:
:	 90: 

75 :Same as 74 except yellow phenolic resin enamel No. 68 	 :	 .0664
76 :Sealer No. 72; glaze coat No. 72; yellow enamel

:	
:	 .0496

:	
91
92

Fabric finishes consisting of 1 coat of dope, fabric, 2 coats of clear dope, and 2 coats of pigmented

dope, lacquer, or enamel:

77 :Fire resistant dope under and over fabric; blue dope for last 2 coats	
:	 .0540	 :	 -51

78 :Fire resistant dope under and over fabric; red dope for last 2 coats 	
:	 .0600	 :	 2

79 :Fire resistant dope under and over fabric; aluminized dope for last 2 coats 	
:	 .0545 ,	 3

80 :Fire resistant dope under and over fabric; red dope for last 2 coats 	
.0562	 :	 8

, .0638	 :	 32
81 :Clear dope under and over fabric; yellow dope for last 2 coats
82 :Clear dope No. 81 under and over fabric; blue lacquer (3-158) No. 66 for last 2 coats 	

.0655	 :	 35

83 :Clear dope No. 81 under and over fabric; aluminized dope (14096) for last 2 coats 	
:	 .0539	 :	 62

Footnotes: Each finish was tested on 3/32 inch, 3-ply, aircraft birch specimens, 5 inches by 8 inches in size, in duplicate. Results reported are averages

for the duplicate specimens. To measure the effectiveness the specimens were dried to a low moisture content and then exposed for 17 hours to

saturated air and condensation of water at 100°F.
1Federal specifications follow the form illustrated by TT-V-121a (for spar varnish), Army-Navy specifioationsetart with letters AN, such as AN-TT-V118 (for

phenolio resin Varnish), Army specifications are numbered 3-98-E (enamel Tor aircraft) or 14093 (for phenolic, resin varnish). Some of the specifications
reported have been superseded by new specifications since the materials tested were submitted.

?The term *sealer* designates a first poster for wood. Unless otherwise desoribed
. it is presumably a varnish.

begative values for I indicate that the (mated specimen absorbed more moisture than the uncoated control specimen, presumably an experimental error due to
unequal absorptiveness of different pieces of plywood.

-
4Camouflage enamels and lacquers dry with a flat (gloss-less) surface. The coating contains much pigment and little vehicle and 

is inclined to be low in

2The term *filler* designates a paste of such pigments as silica in varnish to be thinned with volatile thinner, brushed on wood, and the excess wiped off
moisture excluding effectiveness.

soross the grain in order to leave the pores in such woods as mahogany filled with pigment and varnish.
IThe term *sanding surfacer* or 'surfacer* means a heavily pigmented coating to be sandpapered when dry in order to produce a very smooth surface for

enameling or lacquering.
"The *glaze coat" is a thicker form of surfacer the first coat of which was knifed on, the second thinned and sprayed on.

z M 41400 F



Table 3. —How moisture oxcluding effectiveness varies with the
..-bsorptiveness of the wood for coatings high and
low in effectiveness

:Species of rood on which tests
Item were made

: . 	  --_—_-------- ... .
Southern:Douglas—:Eastern:Redwood

: yellow : fir	 white
: pine :	 pine : 

.00 	 : 
Tests of a finish of low effectiveness: :

Absoretion A, by unfinished speci—	 M14-	 11.2 . 1 4.2 : 11.0
mens, in grams	 : .	 .

Absor-otion X, ,by finished specimens, : 12.7 ..	 9 . 5	 : 12.5	 :	 9.2..... _

in grams
1oisture excluding effectiveness, E	 : 31	 : 15	 : 12	 ; 16

in percent
Tests of e finish of high effectiveness

Absorotion, A, by unfinished	 : 16.7 : 11.2
-:--	

: 13.0	 : 10.7
srecimens, in grams

Absorption, X, by finished specimens, :	 3.2	 3.n : 3.0	 2.8
in grems

hoisture excluding effectiveness E, 	 C-1,1	 : 73	 : 77	 . 74.
in percent

Table 4.--Variation in moisture excluding effectiveness with,
time of exposure of the test specimens to dampness

(Tests made on matched specimens of 11 kinds of rood, 5/ g by 4 by 5 inches
in si7e, initial moistur e content 11 percent, exposed to 97 percent rela-
tive humidity at 0° F. except water repellent, which was tested on
poncicrosa pine sapwood and exposed to 90 percent relative humidity) 

:Average moisture excluding
:tiIrenss E. determined after expo—
:sure for the times indicated.

Finish

day : 14 days : 7 days: 114 days

3 coats of aluminum saint	 : 94	 ;	 93	 •	 93 :	 92

3 coats of white lead, paint	 : 75	 ;	 73	 ..	 67 :	 60

1 coat of aluminum paint	 ; 71	 ;	 67

3 coats of spar varnish	 ..	 63	 :	 55

3 minute dip in water rPpellent 	 31	 ..	 19

Mimeo. Yo. 1396
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Figure 1.--Cross section (magnified) of an enamel system with surfacer on mahogany-poplar ply-
wood. Part of the poplar core piece shows at the bottom of the photograph; above
it is the mahogany face ply, 1/32-inch thick, in which empty pores can be seen,
one of them at the painted surface where it apparently escaped filling with wood
filler. The other large pores at the painted surface are packed with wood
filler, which appears a little darker in color than the white surfacer. The
continuous layer of white over the mahogany surface is the sanding surfacer,
above which there is a darker layer consisting of two coats of yellow enamel.
The layer of surfacer is 0.0011-inch thick and the layer of enamel 0.0015-
inch thick, making a total coating thickness of 0.0026-inch.

Figure 2.--Crose vection (magnified) through dope and enamel finish on aircraft fabric. The
wavy band is the warp of the fabric, the woof or fill of which appears as ellip-
tical bundles of fibers in the folds of the warp. The thin, dark layer immedi-
ately over the fabric is a layer of clear dope, which appears dark because it is
transparent (photograph taken by reflected light). Above the dark layer appears
0, layer of glistenintalliminized dope, on top of which, in turn, is a layer of
yellow enamel.
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Figure 3.--Spray booth and spraying equipment for finishing aircraft. Note how
the surfaces not to be sprayed are masked with paper.

Figure 4.--spraying aircraft parts. Note
	

Figure 5.--Applying sealer inside and
use of protective mask by the	 outside a olosed wing by
operator.	 dipping.
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Figure 6.--Finishing a wing, to be covered later with fabric, by dipping. Note
drain rack in background.

Figure 7.--Room for forced drying of aircraft finishes.
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